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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The history of school district reorganization in Massa-
chusetts has been marked by public apathy and stubborn adherence
to tradition. Any proposal to alter school district organization has,
been a threat to the "status quo." Changes tend to provoke emotional
reactions on the part of the public, the boards of education, and
school administrators unless both the need and the advantages of
these changes are clearly und,erstood. Many individuals are in
2^gre0nfient with the concept of unification on a theoretical basis,
however, few are willing to concede that school district reorganization
would benefit their own school district. Too often unification is con-
sidered to be a solution for the problems of other areas, but never
one^s own.
Statement of The Problem
At the present time many of the Commonwealth’s
school
districts consist o£ overlapping administrative units.
Since no master
plan for the unification of school districts exists,
many new districts
have emerged with litUe or no centralization of
authority. Further-
more, these units have functioned as separate
educational entities.
School district unification is needed if school
districts are to meet th
challenge of providing efficient, effective,
and coordinated educational
2programs for the Commonwealth's pupils. To provide these educa-
tional opportunities, justifiable and defensible criteria for the
formation of unified school districts must be developed. Constructive
work must be done to adopt new conditions and to provide an organiza
tional framework within which the public school system can operate.
Purposesof Study
It will be the purposes- of this study:
(1) to trace the development of school district
reorganization
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, i.e. , independent,
union, regional, and'regional vocational school districts;
(2) to review the related literature and
research pertinent to
the study;
(3) to develop criteria to be
implemented in a State -wide
program of school district reorganization; and
(4) to apply these criteria in
Worcester County as a first step
in developing a master plan for school
district reorganiza-
tion in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
Importance of Study
Inherent in any study of school district
reorganization are
best
many questions:
(1) mat size or type of school
district organization
provides the services and facilities
children and youth
require to achieve quality education?
(2) Would reorganization reduce the loss of administrative
efficiency caused by the time demands made upon super-
intendents who serve a number of school committees?
(3) Can urgent school construction demands be reconciled
with needed changes in school district patterns?
(4) Should the State have broader powers in the establish-
ment and adjustment of union and regional school districts
(5) Shoiold newly formed regional school districts be initiated
as administrative units ?^
(6) Would State aid, in the form of financial incentives serve
as a catalyst for commxmities considering school district
unification? Would the present regional school districts
amend their regional agreements downward to include all
I o o
grades within the district if additional financial aid was
granted ? ^
lAt the present time regional school districts can only be formed if
plant construction is involved.
2The Massachusetts Board of Public Education in November, 1966
filed three bills pertaining to financial incentives. One bill con-
cerned itself with restoring the financial incentive that was lost
when the Sales Tax went into effect - namely restoration of the
15% for operating expense. The second bill would award 25%
(operating expense) incentive to those districts having a. K-12 or
1-12 grade organization. The third bill would award a 65% grant
for construction to those districts having a K-12 or 1-12 grade
organization. •
4In the last few decades much emphasis has been placed upon
the matter of reorganization of school districts. "Most of this em-
phasis has been in the direction of increasing the size of school
districts to the end that the quality of education may be improved."
While size is important, it is not the only objective that must be con-
sidered in the reorganizS.tion of school districts. Other objectives
such as the following must be considered:
(1) provide greater equalization of educational opportunities
in grades 1 through 12;
(2) : provide more efficient and economical administration of
public schools. A single school board which is. re sponsible
: for developing policies for the total educational program
,
with a single superintendent would eliminate duplication
in administrative leadership.
(3) foster effective utilization of financial
resources as a res\ilt
of operation under a single school budget,
(4) establish adequately sized school
districts in terms of
pupil and educational needs in grades 1 through 12;
(5) make possible coordination and articulation
of the educa
tional programs, grades 1 through 12,
3Lee O. Garber, The Yearbook of School Law
1966.
Illinois, The Interstate Printers and Publishers,
Inc., ,
p. 67%
5(6) permit and encourage broader and wider use of pro-
fessional, non-professional, and special service
personnel throughout the entire school district. All
teaching personnel would teach in their areas of
certification and specialization.
(7) provide for a gingle school building committee,
consisting of representatives from member communities,
(8) provide efficient and coordinated transportation,
(9) permit all the people in the district to have a voice in
• the total educationa,! program.
Importance of Study to Commonwealth of Massachusetts
At what point in the evolution of school district reorganization
should coterminous union and regional school districts be established?
At what point should single school districts (grades 1-12) be
established
The present organizational pattern in the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts indicates a definite need for reorganization.
The following two examples are illustrations of the lack
of
organization, and educational continuity. Furthermore,
they illus-
trate the immediate need for reorganization
Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
of school districts in the
6Nashoba Regional School
District - Grades 9-12 Union #47
Bolton Bolton
Lancaster Carlisle
Stow Harvard
Stow
Of the four communities forming Union #47, Bolton and Stow
are members of the Nashoba Regional School District in grades 9-12,
Carlisle is a member of the Concord-Carlisle Regional School Dis-
trict in grades 9-12, and Harvard maintains its own school, grades
1-12, Thus, the Superintendent of Union #47 who has direct respon-
sibility for the four communities administers only grades 1-8 in three
towns, and grades 1-12 in one. At the same time the Union School
Superintendent meets with local school committees in four towns and
the Union School Committee. Furthermore, he, the Union Super-
"intendent, must develop and prepare for school committee adoption
separate budgets in each of the fo\ir communities.
The Regional School District consists of three commu-
nities and is concerned only with grades 9-12. The Regional
School
Superintendent is, therefore, the chief executive officer of the
Re-
gional School Board, and meets only with this board. It
should be
noted that in each administrative organization we have
two different
superintendents.
s
7Tantasqua Regional School
District - Grades 7-12 Union #6l
Brimfield Brimfield
Brookfield Brookfield
Holland Holland
Sturbridge Sturbridge
Wales Wales
In this coterminous organization the Superintendent of Schools
of both the Union and the Regional School District is the same person.
However, this organizational structure requires him to serve as the
educational officer for seven School Committees: the Regional School
Committee, grades 7-12, the Union School Committee, grades 1-8,
and five local or independent School Committees, grades 1-8.
To fiirther illustrate this need for school district reorgan-
ization, one need only study the problems administrators encounter
in routine operational matters. For example, the superintendents
of
Unions #47 and #61 are required to prepare multiple budgets,
serve
on separate school building committees, prepare separate
teacher
contracts, and is ans*werable to separate school committees
on
curriculum matters.
These patterns of school districts are representative
of the
majority of the Commonwealth’s Union and Regional School
Districts;
of the 54 Unions in 1966. 37 were involved
in one or more regional
8school districts. In the same year there were 46 regional school
districts, 15 had four -year high schools, 27 had six-year high schools,
two had K-6 elementary schools, one K-12, and one 1-12 school dis-
trict. There were also 14 coterminous Unions and Regions.
In the Massachusetts Department of Public Education, the
principal machinery for a'ffecting school districts has been the School
Building Assistance Program^ and the Advisory Committee on Unions
and Regions. Both have been operating out of statutory basis and, in
some instances, performing complimentary or even contradictory
roles.
In the past the Committee on Unions and Regions has had
very little to say in this matter of school district
reorganization. It
has made recommendations for 1-12 districts,® but this is as
far as
it has been permitted to extend. The Committee,
however, does
recommend to the State Board of Public Education on all Union
School Districts petitioning for dissolution.
This Committee has
consistently recommended a 1-12 school district
organization.
In January of 1962, Dr. Owen B. Kiernan,
Commissioner
4prior to July, 1966 this wa's known as the
School ^uUding Assistance
Commissim It is now a formal part of the Massachusetts
Depart-
ment of Public Education.
SThe State Board of Education
duced in all communities in the
1973. Therefore, the grade
organiza ion
at that time would be K-12.
9of Education, in a memorandum to all Superintendents of Schools
relative to school district reorganization pointed out the need for
developing a "long-range master plan for the entire Commonwealth."
Commissioner Kiernan has reiterated this stand for school district
reorganization before, during, and after the Willis -Harrington Study-
on Public Education,
In December of 1964 the Willis-Harrington Committee re-
leased its summary report recommending that the "Consolidation of
school districts over a stipulated period of time shall eventuate in
all school districts encompassing grades Kindergarten - 12."^ This
recommendation grew out of the commission's concern for the
numerous small districts that are operating throughout the Common-
wealtl^'. They further noted that "The consolidation of school dis-
tricts is thus a logical next step essential to the improvement of the
educational program."*^
Section 16, Chapter 572 of the Acts of 1965 states that "The
Board of Education shall develop plans for education to meet State
needs." Implied within this statement is the need for developing
plans for school district reorganization in the Commonwealth.
6Quality Education for Massachusetts - An Investment in t^
People of the Commonwealth - Summary Report, General
of the Commonwealth of Massachusetp, December,
1964," p. 25.
^Ibid.
,
p. 24
10
In May, 1966 the Massachusetts section of the National
Council for the’ Support of Public Schools indicated its interest in
developing a study concerned with the reorganization of school dis-
tricts. Shortly after their announcement the New England School
Development Council joined the NCSPS in conducting a joint study.
Both organizations recognize the need for a. study in this area of
school district reorganization.
In a letter dated October 17, 1966 to Dean Albert W. Pur’vis,
School of Education, University of Massachusetts, Dr. Thomas J.
Curtin, Deputy Commissioner of Education, and Chairman of the
Department’s Advisory Committee on Unions and Regions indicated
the Department's high interest in the meaningfulness of this study.
^ In conclusion, the new State Board of Education has ex-
pressed as one of its basic policies, the -unification of school
‘districts to encompass grades 1-12.
/•
11
CHAPTER II
DEFINITION OF TERMS
The terms which appear regularly throughout the study are
defined below:
Independent or local school district is a single autonomous school
district with its owr^ school committee and Superintendent of
Schools.
Union Superintendency refers to the organizational pattern of two
or more communities joining together to hire a superintendent
to provide coordinated educational leadership.
Union School Committee' is that committee which conducts the
• affairs of the Union Superintendency. Its primary function
is that of hiring a superintendent of schools and other
super-
>
visory or curriculum area specialists. The committee does
not supplant, oversee, or control the local school
committee.
Union School Superintendent is the chief executive officer
of the-
union school committee and the local School
Committees
making up the Union Superintendency. Under the
general
direction of the Union committee, he has the
care and super-
vision of the public schools in the communities
that comprise
the union school district. The amount of
time spent in each
community is generally on a pro-rated basis.
12
Regional School District refers to that educational organization
consisting of two or more co mmiinitie s . The district is a body-
politic and corporate with all the powers and duties conferred
by law upon the local school .district. By statute a Regional
School District is formed legally only when construction of
school facilities is involved.
Regional School Committee is vested with the powers, duties, and
ii3.ijilitie s of a regional school district. It exercises the same
in accordance with the agreements entered into and approved
by the member communities. This Committee is a body politic
and completely autonomous.
Regional School Superintendent is the chief executive officer of
the Regional School District. His duties and responsibilities
are with the Regional District only.
State Board refers to the Massachusetts State Board of
Public
Education. This Board consists of the chancellor of the
board
of higher education and the commissioner of
education, ex
officiis, and eleven members, residents of the
Commonwealth,
appointed by the Governor.
r.on.missioner of Education is the chief executive
officer of the
State Board and the chief state school officer
for elementary
%
and secondary education.
N
13
Committee on Unions and Regions is an Advisory Committee in the
Massachusetts Department of Public Education. It makes
recommendations to the State Board, through the Commissioner
of Education, on all Unions petitioning dissolution.
S B A P refers to the School Building Assistance Program. This
bureau acts on all m^atters pertaining to school construction
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. In order to receive
state aid for construction, approval must be obtained from
this bureau.
Coterminous Union-Region is, a term used to identify the organiza-
tional pattern in which the communities in the Union Super
-
'intendency and in the Regional School District are identical,
riurthermore, the Superintendent of both units is the
same
person. This organization, however, is not a
school district.
Unification is a method by which communities vote
to reorganize
to encompass all grades into one grade
organizational pattern
(grades 1-12). It is achieved by local study,
vvith assistance
and approval from the State Department of
Education, and
«
finally by vote of the communities involved.
14
CHAPTER III
HISTORICAL development OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS
IN THE COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
Introduction
Historically the establishment of effective districts for
administering educational programs has been of paramount impor-
tance to society. The scope and quality of these educational pro-
grams depend to a large degree on the ability of districts to meet
the present as well as future needs of pupils. Therefore, an effec-
tive school district is one which is able to interpret the educational
needs of society and to transmit to its pupils the basic skills, under
standings, and attitudes that can be utilized to satisfy these needs.
The constant evolution of societal change has created similar
I
demands upon education. As society has evolved from rural to
urban or suburban and from an agrarian to a highly
technological
mode of living, so too must schools reflect these changes.
Edu-
cation to be successful can never remain static.
Therefore, it is
imperative that school districts satisfy these
societal demands.
Unfortunately in recent years educational
patterns have emerged
that are not fully articulated and
coordinated.
The gradual evolution and development of
local school
districts, union superintendencies, and
regional school districts
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
can be traced.
15
Local School Districts
In 1620 brave men and women left their homes to settle in
a distant and new world. Upon their arrival these early settlers
dispersed in groups throughout the Massachusetts Bay Colony.
Living together they immediately began to act as a unit on matters
of common concern - namely the proper f;mctioning of their settle-
ment. Thus, the town was organized. ^However, the
. . .
center and source of all authority was the General
Court; at first an assembly of all members of the Company,
but soon composed of deputies sent by the towns, together
with the Governor, and a^body of magistrates also chosen
by the people. Thus was combined as in all Anglo -S^axop
communities local autonomy with central authority.
Although a large number of these early settlers were edu-
cated, the rigors and demands of the frontier life were such that
education of the youth was often disregarded: consequently,
there
was
little time or inclination to draw up an entirely new
blueprint for education. Therefore, the same church
and
state control that had characterized the Reformation
in
England was at first transplanted to America.
In 1642 the General Court of the Massachusetts
Bay Colony passed
its first legislative enactment regarding
the education of its people.
ICharles A. Harris. A Rapid Survey of Ma ssachusetts
Educatio^
Systems
,
Boston: Charles A. Harris, Publisher,
19 • P-
2CarroU Atkinson and Eugene T. Male ska.
The Story of EducaH^,
PhUadelphia: Chilton Book Company, 1965. p.
94.
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According to this ordinance, the education of every child was com-
pulsory, that is, universal but not necessarily free. Although this
first law required the education of children, there was no mention
of a school.^ Instruction, under this ordinance, was given in the
homes of the parents; however, selectmen in every town were
ordered to insure that education was provided by the parents. These
selectmen coiald, if they voted to do so,^divide the town among them
so that each would oversee a certain number of families.
Shortly thereafter, in 1647, the General Court enacted the
school Ihw which is the real ^foundation of the local educational
systeni. During the early formative years, education was voluntary,
but this law contained the embryo of the whole school system of
I
Massachusetts as we know it today. ^ This legislation required
every town of fifty householders to maintain a school in which reading
and writing should be taught. It further stated that every town of one
hundred householders was required to maintain a grammar school.
This law made the support of all such schools compulsory.
2Harris, op . cit . p. 13.
^Massachusetts Public Schools 1630-1930 , Fitchburg: State Normal
School Practical Arts Press. No date, out of print, p. 2.
STenth Annual Repo rt of the First Secretary of the Massachusetts^
^
Board of Education, Boston: Dutton and Wentworth. 1849- P- H-
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Recognizing the population growth of the Colony and the
need for schools to educate the youth, the Legislature in 1683 re-
quired all towns of five hundred families or householders to maintain
two grammar schools and two writing schools. This legislation
created a new set of standards for towns to follow. In 1693, the
selectmen, who had the power to see that schools were maintained,
were now given the power to tax. •
District Schools. As the towns grew and as the settlers
migrated in congregations guided by their ministers to new areas,
. ^
a desire’on the part of townspeople to control their own schools was
reflected throughout the Colony. The demand for "home rule," a
familiar cry in this Pre -Revolutionary period, was so insistent
I
that xt could not be ignored. As a consequence, the parish system
of England emerged as a political unit in the town.
The result, at first, was the moving town school, which
became established in New England by 1725. The school
being held in each parish and at the center of the town a
number of weeks each proportionately to the amount of
taxes for education paid by each. (sic)
In 1768 the General Court of Massachusetts passed legis-
^EUwood P. Cubberley, Public Education in the United State£,
Boston: Houghton-Mifflin Company, 1934. p. 74.
18
lation which, enabled the parish or district to maintain its schools.”^
In enacting this legislation, the General Court decentralized the
schools throughout the Commonwealth.
No sooner had the pressures of war been removed and the
agitation of Constitution-making subsided than the subject of popular
8
education came to the forefront. In 1789 the division of the town
into districts was fully sanctioned by laV. As a result, the district
school became a political institution rather than a social consequence.
The law, however, gave no power to the -district, since the financial
expenditures and the employment of teachers in the district were
still determined by the town. Obviously, this could not last for long,
and it did not. In 1800 the power to tax was conferred upon the
• I
people of the districts. In 1817 the districts were made corporate
entities. Although an attempt was made in 1824 to "remedy the
evils of the district system"^ by placing the schools under the Town
School Committee, it was not successful. For in 1827 the culmina-
tion of the district was fully realized when the district was autho-
7The Development of Education in Massachusetts 1630-19^,
Boston;
Massachusetts Department of Education. Nos. Whole Number
1930. p. 4.
SHarris, Op . cit. p. 83.
9.The Development of Education in Massachusetts, op_. cU. p.
5.
19
rized to select district trustees, and was empowered to choose
the textbooks, and employ and certificate its teachers.
Although the district school system hardly met the needs
of the time, it did represent the cultural pattern of the colonial
society. For in
The nineteenth century there was in progress a clash
between two distinctly different kinds of liberalism -
that of the French writers who loudly proclaimed the
"human rights" of man as opposed to the laissez-faire
theories of Adam Smith.
Smith's theories expressed the views that individuals should contract
those services that they de^red for themselves. His opponents in-
dicated that education was a "human right" for all to enjoy and that
the government should provide these services. Unfortunately,
"it
was^his English laissez-faire attitude that in 1800 largely
governed
the provision of educational opportunity in America.
" The devel-
opment of private schools and the academies, the decline
of the public
or town school, and the emergence of the district
school system
lOThe District Trustee was, however, a member of the Town
School
Committee. This legislation, in reality, decentralized
the wor
of the Tov/n School Committees.
llCubberley, op. cit. p. 219.
l2^tkinson, op « cit . p. 102.
13lbid.
,
p. 102.
20
serviced and administered by district trustees all reflected the
tenor of the time. Despite this there were men who earnestly
believed and advocated that the "common school" was basic to their
society.
As early as 1821 James G. Carter published a series of
"Letters ... on the Free Schools of New England.". In them he
traced the development of the free and public school, the defects
of the district system, the neglect of the grammar schools, and
the influx of the academies. Carter’s effort, though in vain, did
attract attention to the pitfalls of the district system. In 1837,
largely due to the work of Carter, the Massachusetts General Court
passed legislation which created the first State Board of Education.
I
Horace Mann, who at the time was President of the Senate resigned
and accepted the Board’s invitation to be its First Secretary. Al-
though Mann was not successful in his efforts to terminate the
school district system, he did continue to espouse the
philosophy of
the "Common school." It was Mann’s firm belief that the success
of
education was dependent upon the establishment of a
free, tax-
supported public school system. Opponents of this
view, particu-
larly the private schools and academies, advocates
of church schools
large taxpayers, and others, bitterly fought
these views. To a large
^^Cubberly, og^. cU. p. 221.
21
degree they were successful.
This matter went on for many years until 1853 when the
school committees were empowered to discontinue district schools,
unless the town voted triennially to continue them. However, this
law was repealed in 1857. Again in 1859 the legislature voted to
abolish the district system, only to have it repealed at a special
session held later in that year. Ten ye;ars later in 1869 the system
was again abolished. However, the next year, on petition of a few
towns, the law was practically repealed by allowing any town by a
two -thirds vote to re-establish the district. In 1882, the law of
1789 which authorized the towns to divide into districts and which
\i/^s tCTrncd. by Hor 3.cc ^IsLiin 3.s most iiiifort'uiis.tc l3,w ever
\
^ 1
enacted in the State”^® was finally abolished. Thus the long
battle against the district school which persisted over fifty years,
came to an end.
^^Acts of 1853 , Chapter 153.
^^Acts of 1857, Chapter 254.
17Acts of 1859 » Chapter 252.
^-^Acts of 1869 , Chapters ilO, 423.
19Acts of 1870 , Chapter 196.
^O.Tenth Annual Report, op . cit . , p. 37.
ZlActs of 1882, Chapter 219*
22
Union Superintendency
During the long struggle several significant school
organizational patterns emerged. In 1838, in an effort to consolidate
district schools, legislation was enacted which stated: "Two or more
contiguous school districts, in adjoining towns, may, with consent
of each district, and of the respective towns to which they belong,
22
unite, and form one district." •
In 1848, high school districts of several towns were per-
mitted to be formed
Any two adjacent towns, ^having not more than two thousand
inhabitants each, may form one high school district, for
establishing such a school (where the more advanced branches
•
.of knowledge may be taught) whenever a majority of the citi-
' zens of each town, in meetings called for the purpose shall so
determine.
Although district schools were permitted to unite, it was
not until 1888, six years after the district was abolished, that
towns
were authorized to do so.^"^ This authorization, however, was
made compulsory for smaller districts in 1902. In 1919, the
22statutes 1838 , Chapter 189, Section 1
23statutes 1848 , Chapter 249, Section 1.
24statutes 1888 , Chapter 432.
^^Revised Laws, 1902, Chapter 42.
>
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General Court amended earlier legislation so that the law^^ read
union high school district” instead of merely "high school district.”
The formation of such a district was made subject to the approval of
27the board of education. However,
111® statutory plan established in 1921, any reference in
the general laws to district high schools had completely
disappeared and was replaced by what were designated as
union high schools. The minimum population requirements
so prominent in former statutes wer| dropped. Towns of
any size coijld join to establish both union high schools and
tanion schools.
As one reads the General Laws Relating to Education
today, one finds that there is no reference to the union high school,
but there is specific reference to the Union Superintendency.
» Regional School Districts
A
Under the provisions of Chapter 82 of the Resolves of 1948,
a special unpaid commission was authorized to make an investigation
^
^
Statutes 1919
,
Chapter 292.
270pinion of Attorney General Edward W. Brooke to Dr. Owen B.
Kiernan, Commissioner of Education, dated July 20, 1965, p. 5.
28ibid
.
,
p. 7.
^^General Daws Relating to Education , 1961, Chapter 71, Sections 59-
65,p^v 100-102.
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and study of the problems of education in the Commonwealth. One
of the chief areas of investigation was "The organization and joint
management of union school districts, construction of buildings and
the operation and apportionment of costs of union school systems."^®
Under the chairmanship of the late Senator Ralph C. Mahar of Orange
"the Committee held 12, meetings and conferred with many leaders
in the field of education, taxation and legislation." The culmina-
tion of their efforts in 1949 was the passage of "An Act to Authorize
the Formation of Regional School Districts." Thus the regional
school district became a leg^l and corporate entity in Massachusetts.
Regional Vocational School Districts
* In 1952 the General Court enacted legislation^^ which
permitted regional school districts to establish and maintain voca-
tional education programs . This authorization, however, was con-
tingent upon the fact that the regional school district agreement
^^Final Report of the Special Commission Established to Investigate
and Study Certain Problems of Education in the Commonwealth,
under Chapter 82 of the Resolves of 194S , House No. 2300. Boston:
Wright and Potter Printing Company, February, 1949- P- 1*
I
3
l
lbid
. ,
p. 4.
32chapter 71, Sections 14-161 of the General Law s Relating
to
Education 1961.
33Acts of 1952, Chapter 471, Section 3.
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'either as originally adopted or as subsequently amended"^^ pro-
vided for the vocational education program. Further, the law
stated that "the regional school district committee shall have the
powers and perform the duties conferred or imposed upon local
trustees for education, and that the regional school district
committee "may be known as a board of regional school district
trustees for vocational education. Consequently regional voca-
tional schools were restricted in that they coiald only be incorporated
into regional school districts.
In I960 legislation^"^ was passed which enabled the forma-
tion of regional vocational school districts as separate educational
\anits. Thus a regional vocational school district consisting of two
or more communities was legally authorized in the Commonwealth
of Massachusetts.
34General Laws Relating to Education 1961 , Chapter 74,
Section 5A.
35lbid . Chapter 74, Section 5A.
36lbid . Chapter 74, Section 5A.
37Acts of I960, Chapter 650, Section 1.
- •
V'
'
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Conclusion
The historical development of school districts in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts has been marked by distinct forms
of organizational patterns. First, the town school district with the
Dame school, the reading and writing schools; second, the decen-
tralized town school into districts; third, the Union School Districts;
fourth, the Regional School District; and fifth, the Regional Voca-
tional School District. With the exception of the town school district,
all others are in existence today in the Commonwealth. Table 1
indicates the chronological development of Massachusetts school
districts.
I
I
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TABLE 1
DEVELOPMENT OF SCHOOL DISTRICTS
IN
MASSACHUSETTS
1642 First law requiring educauon - uhiVtetycll edudaLlun in
homes
1647 First law requiring establishment of schools
(1) Reading and writing schools - 50 householders
(2) Grammar Schools - 100 householders
1683 Two grammar and two writing schools required of towns
of more than five hundred householders
1768 Legislation authorizing districts
1789 District school system legalized - Massachusetts School
Law -
i (1) Reading and writing schools - 50 families
* (2) Latin grammar schools - 200 families
1800 Power to tax conferred upon people of the district school
1817 District school made corporate
1824 Town School Committees authorized
1827 District Committee authorized
1838 Union School District authorized
1840 First city Superintendent appointed
1848 District High School authorized
1854 City and town Superintendents authorized
N
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1882
1888
1902
1949
1952
I960
TABLE 1- Continued
District School System abolished
Union Superintendency authorized
Union Superintendency' compulsory
Regional School District authorized
Regional Vocational Schools permitted to be a part of
Regional School District
Regional Vocational School District as a separate educa-
tional \init authorized
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CHAPTER IV
REVIEW OF literature AND
ESTABLISHMENT OF CRITERIA
Introduction
Today, several patterns of school organization exist in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Each type came^ into existence
because at the time it was considered to be the most appropriate for
education of the youth in the district. In each instance the desire to
organize school districts into effective educational \inits precipitated
legislative action. However, in creating these districts no effort was
made to unify them by eliminating overlapping administrative patterns.
Although
^school districts have continually been changing in the
past, there is imperative need for additional reforms
today, and needed changes may be expected in the
future as circumstances change and new conditions
arise.
^
The purpose of this chapter, therefore, is to review related
literature and research pertinent to the study and to develop
criteria
for reorganization of school districts in the Commonwealth
of Massa-
iReference here is to the independent district, union
superintendency
,
regional school district, and the regional vocational
school district.
2The Report of the National Commission on School
District Reorgani-
zation. Your School District, Department of
Rural Education,
National Education Association, Washington, D.
C. 19 • P-
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chusetts. The chapter outline will be: (1) a review of the reorganiza-
tion efforts on a national basis, (2) a review of school district organiza-
tion in Massachusetts, and (3) a review of the literature and research
as they pertain to each of the criteria proposed.
School Reorganization: on a National Basis
Since 1931 there has been a great movement throughout the
nation to reorganize school districts. Table 2 reveals the "Number of
Local Basic Administrative Units (School Districts)" for the period
from 1931-32 to the Fall of 1966. As a result of reorganization efforts
the number of school districts has undergone a continuous reduction
from 127,531 in 1931-32 to 23,464 in the Fall of 1966. A review of the
reorganization efforts of selected states reveals a great deal as to how
this reduction has been achieved.
In 1933 the West Virginia Legislature abolished all districts
and made each of the fifty-five counties in the state the unit of local
school government. In 1947 the State Legislatures of Idaho ,
^ Illinois,^
3Letter from Allan P. Jeffries, Director of Statistics, Department
of Education, Boise, Idaho, dated August 20, 1965.
4Qpportunities and Benefits of the Community Unit Schoo l District
in Illinois, Office of the Superintendent of Public
Instruction,
circularise ries A., No. 152, May 1, 1963, p. 1.
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TABLE 2
NUMBER OF LOCAL BASIC ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS
SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN THE UNITED STATES
1931 - 1932 TO FALL 1966^
Year Number
193,1-32 127,531
1949-50 83,718
1951-52 71,094
1953-54 63,057
1955-56
^
54,859
1957-58 47,594
1959-60^ 40,520
1961-62 35,676
1963-64 31,705
Fall 1964*7 29,391
" 1965”^ 26,983
—U—iQ66'^— 23,464
Sstatistics of State School Systems , 1963-64, Elementary - Secondary
Branch, National Center for Educational Statistics, Washington,
D. C., U. S. Office of Education. OE - 20020 - 64. 1967. p. 27.
6beginning 1959-60 includes Alaska and Hawaii.
Carol Joy Hobson and Samuel Schloss, Fall 1966 Statistics of
Public
Schools, U. S. Office of Education, Washington, D. C.
OE - 2007 -
66. 1967. p. 6.
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8 9 10 11Iowa, Minnesota,^ North Dakota, and Wisconsin enacted into law
provisions to implement school district reorganization.
Between 1947 and 1965 the number of districts in Idaho was
reduced from 1500 to 117.
Iowa experienced a strong district consolidation movement
in 1913 but this came to an abrupt end in the early 1920‘s. However,
in 1945 legislation requiring coxuaty boards of education to promote
district organization was enacted. This .legislation was amended in
1947
,
1951
,
and 1953 . In 1953 all previous legislation relative to
district consolidation, mergers, or boundary changes were repealed
and the only re districting provision which remained were those con-
13
tained in the reorganization law.
I
SFitzwater, C. O. , School District Organization; Policies and
Procedures
,
Washington, D. C., U. S. Government Printing
Office, Special Series, No. 5, 1957. p. 183.
. 9Letter Philip Broen, Chief, Section of Elementary and Secondary
Education, St. Pa\il, Minnesota, dated August 25, 1965.
lONews release received from the Department of Public Instruction,
F, Peters, Superintendent, Bismarck, North Dakota.
llpitzwater, op . cit . , p. 311.
12jeffries, op . cit .
15pit2water, op. cit., p. 183.
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In 1947 Illinois supported 11,955^'^ school districts, but in
the Fall of 1966 there were 1340, representing a reduction of 10,615
districts.
At the time of the enactment of 1947 school district law in
Minnesota there were more than 700 districts and as of July 1, 1965
there were but 1751. -
The number of school districts in North Dakota in 1947 was
17
Z,271 but in 1965 there were about 600 districts in the State.
The Wisconsin Legislature in 1947 enacted legislation which
created county school committees to make reorganization plans and
empowered them to establish larger school administrative units.
Subsequent amendments in 1949 and 1951 strengthened the original
i
leaislation. Since 1947 the number of school districts has been re-
duced from 6,385^^ to 535 in the Fall of 1966.
Although local school district reorganization in New York
J-^Ibid
. ,
p. 17.
l^Hobson and Schloss, 0£. cit. , p. 6.
l6Broen, op . cit .
I’^Peterson, op . cit .
ISFitzwater, op . cit . , p . 311*
19jjobson and Schloss, op . oi^ « > P*
\
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began in 1914, it was not until 1925 when amendments providing
financial incentives were added that the law became operationally
effective. In 1947 the State Legislature enacted legislation which re-
quired a Master Plan for School District Reorganization. This Master
Plan has guided the efforts of the Commissioner of Education and the
20New York State Education Department.
Missouri in 1948 required the county boards to develop re-
organization plans and to submit these plans for approval by the State
Board of Education. Since 1948 the vast majority of school districts
21
in Missouri have been redistnicted.
Arkansas in 1949 passed a law abolishing all districts having
fewer than 350 children of school age and created in each county a new
* ... 22
district composed of the territory of the districts abolished.
In 1951 South Dakota enacted legislation which permitted the
23
.
formation of county committees to prepare reorganization plans.
Since that time South Dakota has actively undertaken efforts
to imple-
ment this legislature.
ZOR^-tter Education Through School District Reorganizatio_n, The
University of The State of New York, The State Education
Depart-
ment, Albany, New York. No date, p. 8-9
«
^^Fitzwater, op . cit . , p. 227-241,
22ibid
. ,
p. 6, •
23lbid
. ,
p. 6 .
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Early in 1955 the Nevada Legislature abolished all school
districts and created the county unit school district for the entire
state.
In 1957
,
by Act of the 98th Legislature, Maine enacted legis-
lation to promote the formation of public school systems "large enough
to provide adequate education at a reasonable cost." The Maine School
District Commission further noted that "six years of progress has
seen 103 towns organize into 32 school districts."
Although there have been several efforts to reorganize school
districts 'in Colorado, it was not until 1957 that the "School District
Organization Act" was finalized. As a result of this legislation
school districts were reduced from 947 in 1957^"^ to 183 in the Fall of
1966.28
2^Ibid
. , p . 6
.
25Maine School District Commission, Six Years of Progress - Maine^
School District Commission 1957-63, Final Report to the 101s_t
Legislature and Citizens of Maine . Augusta, Maine, 1963.
26School District Organization Act, House Bill No. 272
(Chapter 216,
S. L. p959) and Senate Bill No. 168 (Chapter 215, S.
L. 1959)
amending Senate Bill No. 385 (Chapter 237, S. L. 1957),
42nd
General Assembly, First Regular Session, State of
Colorado,
Denver, 1959*
27statistics of State School Systems, 1963-64,
op_. cit. p. 28.
28Hobson, op . cit . , p. 7.
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The Oregon Legislature in 1957 passed the School District
Reorganization Act which called for a nine member county committee
to prepare plans of proposed districts. After a public hearing held by
the County Committee and a representative of the State Board of Edu-
cation the plans for reorganizing the district are then voted upon by
the voters in the proposed district. The resultant impact of this
legislation has been a reduction of school districts from 709 in 1957
to 409 in 1965.
The 1959 School Corporation Reorganization Law passed by
the Indiana Legislature and subsequently amended in 1961, 1963, and
1965 deals with the reorganization of school administrative districts
or corporations as they are more appropriately called in Indiana.
The number of school corporations has decreased from approximately
30
1000 in 1959 to 465 as of May, 1965.
Although the laws of 1935 and 1945 provided for school district
reoTganization it was not until 1959 that California mandated
such action
29Letter from D. W.'Patch. Supervisor, Private and
Vocational School
Licensing, State Department of Education, Salem,
regon, a e
August 24, 1965*
SOindiana State Teachers Association, The Facts
and the Law in^^
School Corporation Reorganization Act and Amendro
n
Terre Haute, Indiana, 1965. p. 1.
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O 1
on the part of its County Committees.
The Pennsylvania School District Reorganization Act of 1963,
Act No. 299, directed the State Board of Education to adopt standards
for the reorganization of administrative units. Thus, reorganization
32
of school districts was mandated in Pennsylvania.
Although the School District Act of 1945 was declared un-
constitutional by the Kansas Supreme Court, Kansas continued to move
in its efforts to reorganize school districts. In 1963 the Kansas Legis-
lature passed the School Unification Act. ' The prime purpose of this
Act was to expedite organization of school districts and for the general
33improvement of the public schools in Kansas.
In 1964 a State Committee charged with the specific responsi-
I
bility^of formulating policies, principles, and procedures for a state-
wide school district reorganization,program was appointed by the
Michigan Legislature. The law which created this Committee also
^
^California Department of Education, Administration of the Unified
School District in California, School Business Administration,
Publication No. 9, Sacremento, California, 1966. p. 1.
^^Pennsylvania Department of Public Instruction, A Guide for the^
1966 Establishment of School Districts in Accordance with Act 299,
The School District Reorganization Act of 1963 . Harrisburg,
Pennsylvania. 1965.
33Kansas Department of Public Instruction, Outline and Guide for
Boards of Education of Newly Unified School Districts , Topeka,
Kansas, 1965. p.
stated tb.at there should be not less than 500 school districts operating
12 grades.
On July 21j 1965 the Georgia State Board of Education adopted
policies to ensure compliance with newly established standards for
elementary and secondary schools. Among these policies, which
became effective at the beginning of the 1966-67 school year, was one
which specifically called for "the reorganization of substandard
35
schools." In 1964 the Georgia General Assembly enacted legislation
which permitted the Georgia State Board o.f Education to conduct a
survey of. school districts. The State Board assigned to the Division of
f
Survey and Field Ser\d.ces of the George Peabody College for Teachers,
the task of fulfilling this legislative request. Emerging from this
study were a number of recommendations which, to date, can be
classified as "in study" by the Georgia Legislature and the State De-
partment of Education.
34^^iQhigan Department of Public Instruction, Guidelines for School
District Reorganization , Committee on School District Reorganiza-
tion, Lansing, Michigan, 1965. p. 6.
^^Memorandum to Georgia Superintendent of Schools from Claude
Purcell, State Superintendent of Schools, State Department of Public
Education, Atlanta, Georgia. Dated July 23, 1965.
The memorandum classified a substandard elementary and secondary
school as one which has an average daily attendance of less than 200.
^^Or ganization of School Systems in Georgia, Digest of Survey
Repqrt,
Division of Surveys and Field Services, George Peabody College
for
Teachers, Nashville, Tennessee, June 1965.
X
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In 1966 the Vermont Legislature appointed a Temporary
Commission on Reorganization of School Districts. This Commission
was directed to conduct studies relevant to the reorganization of
school districts and to submit to the Vermont State Board of Educa-
tion its recommendations of school districts to be reorganized. On
December 15, 1966 a report calling for reorganization of districts
on
throughout the State was filed with the board. '
Therefore, it is evident that many State Legislatures have
been concerned with the reorganization of school districts. The legis-
lative enactments cited earlier reflect their efforts and decisions to
develop effective and efficient educational \mits.
\
School Reorganization in Massachusetts
The history of school districts, as developed in Chapter
ni, reveals the enactments of the Ivlassachusetts General Court to
permit the formation of school districts. "VVliereas the afore-
mentioned states throughout the nation have reduced the number of
school districts by reorganizing the number in Massachusetts, para-
^*^The Temporary Advisory Commission of Reorganization of School
Districts, Report to the General Assembly of the State of Ve rmor^,
Montpelier, Vermont, December 15, 1966.
>
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doxically has increased. Since 1931-32 the only reduction in
school districts that has been realized took place in 1939 when
four communities 38 were taken over by the Metropolitan Water
District and their land surface eventually flooded to form the
Quabbin Reservoir. However, during the past ten years the
number of school districts as revealed in Table 3, has increased
from 351 in 1955-56 to 392 in the FaS.l of 1966. This increase is
directly related to the number of regional school districts that
have been incorporated throughout the Commonwealth of Massa-
/
chusetts
.
Since 1949 Massachusetts has established separately
organized regional elementary and high school districts with
each school district, independent and regional, retaining its
corporate identity and function. The result has been a dual ad-
ministrative structure which constitutes a redistricting problem.
Despite this situation in Massachusetts, there is an excellent
base upon which to build unified school districts.
38xhe Towns of Dana, Greenwich, Enfield, and Prescott.
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TABLE 3
NUMBER OF LOCAL BASIC AlDMINISTRATIVE UNITS
(SCHOOL DISTRICTS) IN THE
COMMONWEALTH OF MASSACHUSETTS
.
1931-32 TO FALL OF 1966^^
Year Number
1931-32 355
1949-50 351
1951-52
•
351
1953-54
.
351
1955-56 / 350
1957-58 351
1959-60 365
1961-62 376
1963-64 390
Fall 1964'^® 392^1
Fall 1965^° 392^^
rail 1966iQ Wii
39 statistics of State Systems 1963-64 , op. cit. , p. 27.
^OHobson and Schloss, op. cit . , p.
41lncludes 8 non-operating Districts: Alford, Egremont, Hawley,
Monterey, Montgomery, Mount Washington, New Marlborough,
Sheffield. •
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Criteria for School District Reorganization
It is the purpose of this section to review the related
literature and research; and to justify the criteria which has formed
the basis for analysis in this study.
^Criteria I and II
The tonified school district shall have a grade
organization of grades ojte through twelve.
Each community shall be a part of a district
maintaining and operating a high school.
A review of the lijterature reveals unanimously among
educators that a district should be unified and maintain and operate
grades one through twelve.
‘ Dawson, who in 1934, reviewed much of the literature
on school district reorganization contended that a district should
offer a comprehensive educational program for grades one through
twelve in a xinified district.
Works and Lesser"^^ maintained that the school unit should
be largs enough to offer at least twelve years of school.
42Dawson, Howard A. , Satisfactory Local School Units , Field Study
Number 7, Nashville, Division of Surveys and Field Services,
George Peabody College for Teachers. 1934. p. 6.
^Sworks, George A. and Simon O. Lesser, Rural America Tod^,
University of Chicago Press, 1942. Chapter U1 "Reorganization,
Paving the Way for a Better Program." p. 41-62 .
s
The National Commission on School District Reorganization
stated that one of the "earmarks of a good district" is that it possess
"a comprehensive program of elementary education, high school
education
. , .
45Wockner in a 1948 study of 48 state departments of educa-
tion revealed that twenty- seven states were reorganizing school admin-
istrative units in some degree. He further pointed out that a majority
of the states reorganizing 18 out of the 27, included all reorganized
territory in districts offering a continuous program throughout the
elementary and secondary levels.
Carpenter^^ in 1948 maintained that the most important
criteria of a school district is its ability to provide adequate educa-
I
tional services. He continued by indicating that this type of district
would have under its jurisdiction all of the high school and elementary
grades.
44National Commission of School District Reorganization, A Key to
Better Education, Washington; National Education Association.
1947. p. 8#
45wockner, R. E.
,
"An Overview of School District Reorganization
Activity in the United States, The American School Board Journal ,
Volume 117, Number 3, September 1948.
46carpenter, C. C., Characteristics of a Satisfactory Administrative
Unit," The American School Board Journal , Volume 117, Number 6,
December 1948. pp. 27-28.
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The National Commission on School District Reorganization
stated
Superimposing high school districts upon a
number of smaller elementary districts has
retarded the development of units of admin-
istration which support well integrated
12-grade educational programs. Such high
school districts develop vested interests
... which lead them to oppose a reorganization
program which combines elementary and secon-
dary schools in a single unit.'^'^
Cushman"^^ and Reeder^*^ respectively concluded that a school
district should offer a comprehensive program of elementary and
secondary. education.
^
Smith in 1951 stated that within the reorganized unit,
there should be an educational program planned
so that all children will have an opportunity to
attend school from the first through the twelfth
^ grade
.
^"^National Commission on School Districts, op. cit.
,
p. 132,
48Cushman, M. L.
,
"The Ideal School District," Phi Delta Kappan
,
Volume 32, March 1951 p. 313.
49Reeder, Ward G.
,
The Fundamentals of Public School Administra -
tion. Third Edition, New York: Maclvlillan Company. 1951.
SOSmith, Doyn N.
,
"Procedure s foir Accomplishing Reorganization,
"
Phi Delta Kappan, Volume 32, Number 7, March 1951. p. 340.
45
In 1956 the American Association of School Administrators
pointed out that
a school district should include the entire com-
munity and should provide a complete public
school program
. . . kindergarten through high
school
. . ,
This statement was reaffirmed by the AASA in 1958 when they stated,
The unified, or 12-grade school district which is
adequate in size has proven to be the best system
of school government devised by the American
people. 52
Eastmond53 in 1959 declared that a school district should
offer a program for elementary and secondary education.
Packard in an article discussing "School District Size
versus Local Control" asserted "unification provides continuity from
kindergarten through twelfth grade . . ."54
*
In December 1961 the Willis -Harrington Committee in its
Summary Report to the ivlassachusetts General Court recommended the
51American Association of School Administrators, School Board -
Superintendent Relationships
,
Washington: AASA. 34th Yearbook
1956. p. 229 .
S^American Association of School Administrators, School District
Organization, Report of the AASA Commission on School District
Reorganization
,
Washington: AASA 1958. p. 92.
53Eastmond, Jefferson N.
,
The Teacher and School Administration ,
Boston: Houghton- Mifflin Co. , 1959*
54packard, John C. , "School District Size vs. Local Control" The
American School Board Journal, Vol. 146, February 1963. p. 9-10.
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"consolidation of school districts over a stipulated period of time
shadl eventuate in all school districts encompassing grades kinder-
garten - 12 . . . "55
Campbell, Cunningham, and McPhee^^ reaffirmed the AASA
position by contending that district units should include elementary
and secondary grades.
In 1947 legislation, which reorganized school districts into
12 grade districts, was enacted in Idaho Iowa, Illinois,
Minnesota,^® and Wisconsin. ^ ^
Colorado^^ and Oregon^^ reorganization laws in 1959 called
for districts which would provide grades K-12 or 1-12 respectively.
^^Harrington, Senator Kevin B.
,
Chairman, Benjamin C. Willis,
Executive Director, Quality Education for Massachusetts - An
Investment in the People of the Commonwealth , Boston: The
General Court of the Commonwealth of Massachusetts 1964. p. 25.
56Campbell, R. F.
,
Luvern L. Cunningham, and Roderick F. McPhee,
The Organization and Control of American Schools , Columbus, Ohio;
Charles E. Merrill Books Inc. , 1965. p. 532.
STpitzwater, op . cit .
,
p. 148-49.
58lbid
.
,
p. 186 »
.
59Tninois Circular Series A. No. 152 , op . cit . » P* 1 •
^Ojvlinnesota Department of Education, Rising Educational Requirements
Merits Call for District Reorganization , State Advisory Commission
on School District Reorganization. St. Paul, Minnesota, Code XXXII.
B - 77 Revised. October 1965. p. 3.
6lFitzwater, op . cit. , p. 314.
62Colorado State Board of Education, Guide to School Distri ct Reorgan-
ization, Denver, Colorado. 1957. p. 3.
63patch letter, op . cit .
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Each proposed reorganized school corporation” as stated in
the Indiana Law of 1959, "must provide for an efficient and adequate
program for all pupils in Grades 1-12.”^^
The Commonwealth of Pennsylvania in 1963 mandated adminis-
trative units which offered a comprehensive program from kindergarten
or grades one through twelve.
The Kansas School Unification Act of 1963 declared as one of
its purposes:
•
to expedite organization of the school districts of
the state so as to establish a thorough and uniform
system of free public schools throughout the State
whereby all areas of the State are included in school
districts whiclv maintain grades one (1) through
twelve (12) and kindergarten where desired.®®
,
Public Act 289, Public Acts of 1964 enacted by the Michigan
Legi slature created a state committee for the reorganization of school
,
*
districts. This Committee was charged with the responsibility of
developing
* policies, principles, and procedures for a state-
wide school district reorganization program planned
so that all areas may become part of a school dis-
trict operating or designed to operate at least 12
grades.
^^The Facts and The Law in the School Corporation Reorganization Act
and Amendments of 1965 , op . cit . , p. 8.
Guide to School District Reorganization , op . cit . , p. 3.
66outline and Guide for Boards of Education (Kansas) , op . cit . , p. 2 .
%
^'^Guidelines for School District Reorganization (Michigan) , o£. cU . ,
p. 6 .
\
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The rcpoit of tli6 Vormoiit Tompors-ry Advisory Commission
on Reorganization of School Districts in 1966 contained the policy of
the State of Vermont which stated
... to encourage and promote the inclusion of
the entire State of Vermont into reorganized school
districts encompassing kindergarten through grade
12 . .
Thus a review of the literature and the laws enacted by state
legislatures are unanimous in supporting the reorganization of school
districts to encompass grades kindergarten or one through twelve.
Implied within this is the view that each community should be a part
* f
of a district maintaining and operating a high school. Therefore, there
is ample justification for
^
1 . Reorganizing school districts to consist of grades
^
kindergarten or one through twelve,
2. requiring each community to be a part of a district
maintaining and operating a high school.
68'jemporarv Advisory Commission on Reorganization of School Dis '
tricts
,
op . cit .
,
p . 7
,
N
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Criterion III
The reorganized school district shall be administered by a
single school board and under one superintendent of schools.
Dawson and Ellena in 1956 stated that
Few educational responsibilities have greater far
reaching importance to the people of a state than the
establishment of a sound local district structure for
administering the schools.
Public education authorities, therefore, have an obligation and
a responsibility to promote organizational patterns to ensure efficient
and effective school districts. For overlapping administrative units,
with autonomous school boards, retard rather than promote unitary
leadership.
Reeves, in 1946, concluded that one of the important criteria
for determining an administrative unit was that
there- should be no high school administrative units
overlapping elementary school administrative xinits.
.
The same administrative unit should operate both
7 0
elementary and high schools.
Smith in discussing the administration of the reorganized lonit
suggested that "the same administrative unit should operate both ele-
69Dawson, Howard A. and William J. Ellena, "Reorganization of School
Districts," The School Executive , New York: Volume 7 6, January
1956. p. 62*
70Reeves, Floyd W. , "The High Price of Pride," Connecticut Teach_
er,
Volume XIV, December 1946. p. 59*»
N
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mentary and high schools.
72Butterworth agreed with other educational leaders when he
pointed out that the school district should encompass grades 1-12 and
be under the direction of one board of education and one superintendent.
Cocking in his editorial comments on reorganization of school
districts contended "A good school district has one school board and one
chief administrator responsible for all schools within the district.
In 1961 the Massachusetts Superintendents’ Conference on
"Structuring Massachusetts School Systems" held at the Bridgewater
State College, "singled out the lack of unitary leadership in some
combination of Regions and Unions as the paramount problem.
Packard maintained that
^ unification provides continuity from kindergarten
through twelfth grade, \inder one board, one ad-
•^ISmith, Doyne M.
,
"Procedures for Accomplishing Reorganization,"
Phi Delta Kappan
,
Volume 32, Number 7, March 1951. p. 340.
72butterworth, Julian E. , "School District Reorganization," The
Nation* s Schools , Volume 48, Number 1. July 1951 .
73Cocking, Walter D., "As I See It - Reorganization of School Dis-
tricts," The School Executive , New York. Volume 76, October.
1956. p. 7, .
74Commonwealth of Massachusetts, Department of Education,
Structuring Massachusetts School Systems, A Report of the Sup^-
intendents* Conference, Bridgewater, 1961. p. 10.
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ministrative staff and one school system, elementary
and secondary included.
A further review of several states that have enacted legisla-
tion to organize school districts further corroborates the needs for
a comprehensive administrative district under one board of education
and one superintendent.
California .
The governing board of a ifhified district formed
because of coterminous boundaries must be com-
posed of five members who are elected at large
from the territory comprising the district (E, C.
923).*^^
The California legislation went on to say that if the unified district is
formed by election then the governing board
must be composed of five members, or seven if
' this number was recommended in the proposed
* (E. C. 923.5), and the members must be elected
at large unless trustee areas have been established
and provisions have been made for election by area
(E. C. 325.4).’^’^
Colorado.
When members of the board of education of the
new district assume the duties as herein provided,
the board of education of any district or districts
situated wholly within said new district shall cease
to function and the term of office of the member
"^Spackard, op . cit .
,
p. 9~10«
76Administration of Newly Unified School Districts in California, op^.
cit
.
,
p . 4 •
77
Ibid.
,
p. 4 ,
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thereof shall automatically expire, save and except,
however, that if the schools in the old districts which
are included in the new districts continue to operate
under the provisions of sections 123-24-25, the board
of education of the old district shall continue to act as
such for the purpose only of carrying on the operation
of said schools until the end of the school year, and
at the end of said school year the said boards of edu-
cation have no further power and authority and the
terms of the members shall automatically expire.
The board, of education for the new district shall have
full power and authority. .
Florida .
Since 1947 Florida has had a straight county unit
system of school organization, each of the 67 counties
comprising a school district responsible under a county
board and supejrintendent for the (meration of all
public schools in the county. .
Kansas .
One of the characteristics of the Unified District Law which
I
was created as a resialt of Chapter 393 of the 1963 Sessions Laws of
Kansas was that: "the entire district operates as one administrative
tinit under the supervision of a superintendent of schools, who serves as
Q n
an executive officer of the board.
Penn sylvania .
The School District Reorganization Act of 1963, Act Number
^Colorado School District Organization Act , op . cit . , p . 15-16.
"^^Campbell letter, op . cit .
®®Outline and Guide for Boards of Education (Kansas) op . cit . , p. 2 ,
>
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299, approved August 8, 1963, directed the Pennsylvania State Board
of Education to adopt standards for the organization of administrative
units. The State Board subsequently proposed that an administrative
unit shall
mean a contiguous area comprising a single system
of school administration in which the educational
program is under the control of one board of school
81directors.
Vermont . •
In September 1964, the Vermont State Board of Education sub-
mitted to Governor Philip H. Hoff a report on the school district re-
organization. This report corlcluded that
education in Vermont can be best met by a new and
•
• larger type of basic administrative district. Such a
comprehensive administrative school district would
' comprise several of our present local school districts.
^ It would be controlled by a single board chosen by the
people of the whole area. It would operate all the
schools in the district. . .
. The management and general direction of education
in the whole district would be the responsibility of a
single superintendent of schools acting in ^(^cordance
with policies determined by the board. . .
This earlier position of the Vermont State Board of Education was re-
affirmed by the Temporary Advisory Commission on Reorganization of
8
1
A Guide to School District Reorganization (Pennsylvania ) op_. cib . ,
p. 3 •
82vermont State Board of Education, Report of State Board of Educatio
_n
on School District Project, State Board of Education, Montpelier,
Vermont, September 16, 1964. p. 2.
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Therefore, unified schools (Grades K or 1 through 12)
districts administered by a single school board and under one
superintendent of schools can be justified and supported.
Criterion IV
A school district shall have a minimum student popu-
lation of 2,000 pupils in Grades 1-12.
In the program of school district reorganization, the
question of what constitutes a good administrative unit is in-
evitable. For "no factor is more closely related to problems
of school and district reorganization and needs for reorganization
than the size of schools."®^
83The Temporary Advisory Commission on Reorganization of School
Districts, op . cit .
,
p. 11-13.
84j3awson and Reeves, op . cit . , p. 58.
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One of the first to respond to this problem was Dawson®^
in 1934. He suggested that between 9,800 to 12,000 pupils were
necessary in order to develop a standard administrative and super-
visory unit to be operated at a reasonable cost. Recognizing that
this figure would be high for the majority of school districts
throughout the United States, he did set a figure of 1,600 as the
absolute minimum size for school districts.
The Educatioucil Policies Committee of the National Educa-
86tion Association in 1938 recommended one shoxild strive to have
10,000 to 12,000 pupils in one district for economical operation.
®^Dawson, Howard A. Satisfactory Local School Units
,
Field Study
No. 7, Nashville, Tennessee. Division of Surveys and Field Ser-
vices, George Peabody College for Teachers. 1934.
S^National Education Association, and AASA, Educational Policies,
The Structure of Administration of Education in American Democracy ,
Washington, D. C.
,
The Commission 1938. p. 38.
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In 1948 The National School Commission on School District
Reorganization recommended that a school district should be large
enough to permit the employment of an administrative and supervisory
staff at a cost bearing a reasonable relationship to the total cost of the
educational program for an enrollment of from 10,000 to 12,000 pupils.
It was suggested that a medium modification of such a unit could
succeed with an enrollment of 5,000 to 6,000 pupils and the maximum
modification of the standards would require about 1,500 to 1,800 pupils.
The Southern States Work-Conference on School Administration
Problems in 1942 suggested that state laws should discourage the
organization or continuation of local units with less than 2,000 children
of school age. 88
^
Greene and Meadows stated in the 44th Yearbook of the National
Society for Study of Education that the school districts’ "educational
program should be provided on an economical and efficient basis.
This in turn implies a school population of approximately two thousand
•1 1.89pupils, .
87£)awson and Reeves*, op . cit . , p. 87«
88southern States Work Conference on School Administrative Problems,
State Responsibility for the Organization and Administration of Edu
-
cation
,
Tallahassee, Florida. Bulletin 1. 1942. p. 35-37*
89Creene, Crawford and A. R. Meadows, "Structural Organization of
State School Systems," National Society for Study o f Education.
44th
Yearbook. University of Chicago Press. 1945. p. 148,
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Bohne*^® concluded after a study of "Criteria For the Size of
Local Administrative Units" that the school districts which range in
size from 2,000 to 3,000 pupils in A. D. A. (average daily attendance)
are large enough to operate in an economical manner and provide a
good instructional program, but they cannot usually supply a full
program of services until they enroll 14,000 pupils.
9
1
Cushman' asserted the ideal school district would probably
be approximately 1,500 to 1,600 pupils.
Grieder and other s^^ contend that .an average daily attendance
of from 2,000 to 3,000 is needed to operate a good instructional program
in an economical manner. However, if a full range of specialized
services were provided when the administrative unit of 10,000 to
15,000 was suggested.
j
Packard pointed out
if we follow Dr. Conant*s recommendations, which
are minimum standards, then an adequate high
school should have a graduating class of at least
100. This makes an adeq\iate school district of
somewhere in the neighborhood of 2,000 or more.
^^Bohne, Emmett J., Criteria For the Size of Local School Administra
-
tive Units. Dissertation, Stanford University. 1950 .
91Cushman, M. L. , "The Ideal School District," Phi Delta Kappan. ,
Volume 32, Number 7, March 1951. p. 316.
^^Grieder, Calvin, Truman M. Pierce,^ and William E. Rosentengel,
Public School Administration , Second Edition. New York, Ronald
Press. 1961
.
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Below this number the district woijld find
difficulty in justifying the financing of adequate
services with well-trained personnel.
Clemo’s interpretation of California Assembly Bill Number
145 pointed out
AB 145 provides that the minimum size for a
\anified district is 2,000, although smaller
districts may be approved by the Board of Edu-
cation if they are determined to be isolated or
if spar city of population wo\ald preclude or-
ganizing a larger district. The bill also provides
that the Board may require that high school dis-
tricts be combined if necessary to meet the
standard of 2,000.^"^
Campbell, Cunningham and McPhee in 1965 contended that
"no unit district composed of both elementary and secondary schools
sho\ild have fewer than 2,000 pupils, and 10,000 wovld probably be
preferable.
The Vermont State Board of Education suggested the total
pupil population of a district would be 2,000 to 6,000. They further
stated in their report to Governor Hoff that "this population woiold have
Some flexibility in planning the size and location of its schools to
provide a quality program of education.
9^Packard, o£. cit . , p. 9-10.
94ciemo, Robert J., Chief, Bureau of School District
Organization,
Memorandum to County Committees on School District Organization
dated September 10, 1964 . California State Department
of Education
95Campbell, o£. cU. , p. 532 .
96vermont State Board of Education, Report of the State
Board of _E_^-
cation on School Districts, op « pit* > P* ^ *
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In keeping with the provisions of Act 289 of the Public Acts
of 1964 the Michigan State Committee for Reorganization of School
Districts established a number of principles. Among these was one
which stated
Wherever population density permits, the proposed
district unit shall have or shoxild have an early
potential for a total K-12 public school minimum
enrollment of 2,000 or more.^^
Professional educators are unaijimous in their writings that
a small district limits the educational opportunities for the youth of a
district. Cook,^^ Dawson, and Eastmond^®® contended that the
larger school can be more efficiently operated than smaller schools.
The National Society for the Study of Education stated, small units
cannot provide the wide range of services essential for a modern
system of education. " ^ Faber^s^O^ study of 35 Iowa School districts.
97Michigan Guidelines for School District Organization , 0£. cit. , p.
17
98cook, Katherine M. (ed.) Reorganization of School Unitj,
U.’S.
Office of Education, 1935, Number 15, Washington. U. S. Govern-
ment Printing Office, 1936#
^^Dawson, Satisfactory Local School Units^, o£. cU.
^^^Eastmond, Jefferson N., The Teacher and
Boston: Houghton-Iv'Iifflin. 1959-
School Administration,
lOlNational Society for the Study of Education,
Forty-fourth Yearbook, Part II. Chicago:
Press. 1945. p. 138-
Structural Reorganization .
University of Chicago
l02Faber, Charles F., "Measuring School District
Quality,
School Board Journal, Volume 149, October, 19
•
»' The Ameri -
p. 12-13.
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based on 15 measures of quality revealed a high correlation between
total quality scores and enrollment. On the whole Faber’s study in-
dicated that the large districts ranked in the higher percentiles of
quality and the smaller districts in the lower percentiles. The Iowa
Department of Public Instruction in a study of educational program
and services in reorganized school districts found that greater educa-
tional efficiency and improved instruction was realized. The National
Conference of Professors of Educational Administration in 1952
reported that the smaller the school district the higher the cost.
Kreitlow*s study of Wiscon^sin school districts before and after re-
organization indicated that reorganization does make a difference and
specifically favored reorganized larger districts. Thus professional
writers indicate that greater academic achievement is more likely to
take place in the larger reorganized school district.
Recently educators have concluded that the minimum pupil
enroUment for a school district be 2,000. However, a few have sug-
gested that the fuU range of specialized services is provided when the
lO^Xowa Department of Public Instruction, School District Reorganiz
a-
tion Increases Efficiency . Des Moines: The Department. No
date.
104National Conference of Professors of Educational
Administration,
Problems and Issues in Public School Finance, New York.
Bureau
of Publications, Teachers College, Columbia University, 9
lOSKreitlow, Burton, "Reorganized Districts o£ Wisconsin,
" Special
B\illetin, University of Wisconsin. 1961.
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administrative unit approaches 10,000. This is an apparent change
from earlier educators who believed that school districts coiald be less
than 2,000. While this criteria of 2,000 pupils is considered to be the
minimum, there will no doubt be a number of communities that would
be unable to comply with it. Therefore, no reorganized or organized
school district should be planned or be allowed to continue except in
cases of isolation or sparsity of population. Those communities with
potential growth which woxald within a reasonable time meet this
criteria woiald be given approval; those communities experiencing
decreasing pupil enrollment below the stated criteria would be re-
evaluated to determine the necessity to re -district.
Criterion V
Schools within a reorganized school district should be
* located with regard to the amount of time needed to
^ transport pupils to the educational centers.
(a) Transportational time for elementary pupils
(one way) - mcLximum of 45 minutes.
(b) Transportational time for secondary pupils
(one way) - a maximum of one hour.
In 1939 following a study of school district reorganization in
eleven states from 1935-37, Alves and others concluded that the
following minimum transportational standards;
(1) Elementary pupils shoxild not have to ride on
school bus more than one hour each morning
or evening.
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(2) High school pupils should not be required
... to ride on a school bus more than one
and one -half hours each morning or evening.
Dawson and Reeves in 1948 concluded that
(1) The time spent by elementary children in
going to and from school should not exceed
45 minutes each way.
(2) The time spent by high school pupils in
going to and from school shoxild not exceed
an hour each way.
The AASA in its Twenty- seventh Yearbook recommended that
school centers should be located so that the smallest number of children
require transportation. The following standards were suggested; Travel
time on buses (one way): Elementary pupils 1/2 hour. Secondary pupils
1 hour.
Carpenter in 1948 contended that "all high school pupils living
I
beyond walking distance of the school should not be required to be on
the bus longer than fifty or sixty minutes. ”
lObAlves, Henry F.
,
Archibald W. Anderson, and John G. Fawlkes,
Local School Units Project, Local School Unit Organization in Ten
State
s
,
U. S. Department of Interior, U. S. Office of Education,
Bulletin 1938, Number 10, Washington, D. C. Superintendent of
Documents, Government Printing Office, 1939. p. 12.
lOT^awson and Reeves, op . cit . , p. 82.
lO^American Association of ‘School Administrators, American Schoo_l
Buildings
,
Twenty- seventh Yearbook. Washington, D. C. The
Association. 1949. p« 43.
109Carpenter, C. C. , "Characteristics of a Satisfactory
Administrative
Unit," The American School Board Journal , Volume 117, Number 6,
December 1948. p. 27-28.
<3
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In 1957 Fitzwater*s study pointed out.
In Missouri, Minnesota, Pennsylvania, and
South Dakota it was recommended that elementary
pupils should not have to spend more than one hour
on the school bus, one way; Michigan's maximum
was thirty minutes and Wisconsin’s was forty
minutes. For high school pupils the recommended
maximum was one hour in Michigan, South Dakota,
and Wisconsin, and ninety minutes in Minnesota.
Crieder and other s^^^ in 1961 sustained the recommendations
made earlier by Dawson and Reeves - the maximum time for elementary
pupils to be forty-five minutes and for secondary pupils to be one hour.
The Vermont State Board of Education in 1964 suggested
the maximum limits for transportation should be
measured in terms of travel time of not over one
hour each way for secondary pupils and not over
three quarters of an hour each way for elementary
pupils. ^
I
» Therefore, school centers should be located so that no pupil in
a school district should be unduly fatigued upon his arrival at school.
The following maximum time limitations should be considered reason-
able for the transportation of pupils:
(1) Elementary pupils (one way) 45 minutes.
(2) Secondary pupils (one way) one hour.
llOFitzwater, op^. cit
. ,
p. 54
lllGrieder, Calvin, Truman M. Pierce, and William E. Rosenstengel,
Public School Administration , Second Edition, New York: Ronald
Press . 1961
•
112Report of Vermont State Board of Education, op. cit. , p. 6.
t
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Conclusion
The review of the literature indicates that the following
criteria can be used as a basis for reorganizing school districts in
Massachusetts:
(1) The unified school district shall have a grade
organization consisting of grades one through
twelve
.
(2) Each community shall be a part of a district
maintaining and operating a high school.
(3) The reorganized school district shall be
administered by a single school board and
under one superintendent of schools.
(4) The school district shall have a minimum student
population of 2,000 in grades 1-12. In cases of •
extreme isolation or sparsity of popvilation
exceptions may be made.
(5) Schools within a reorganized school district
should be located with due regard to the amount
of time needed to transport pupils to the educa-
tional centers.
(a) Transportation time for elementary
pupils (one way) - mciximum of 45
minute s
.
(b) Transportation time for secondary •
pupils (one way) - a maximum of
one hour.
This chapter was concerned with developing criteria which,
when implemented, would eliminate the confusing and overlapping
administrative structures.
/* 65
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Researchers and writers of school district unification
programs have carefully avoided giving the impression that reorgani-
zation reduces total school expenditures. They have indicated that
various economies do become possible through efficient administra-
tion, better business management, and better utilization of the
professional and non
-professional staff. Concomitantly, they have
stated that reorganized school districts offer additional courses, and
teacher and pupil services. For these reasons a community's
financial expenditures may well be more than what a school district
expended under the previously splintered organizational pattern.
Implied in the review of the literature is that the qxiality of
education itself, the measurable amount that a pupil learns, is
greater under reorganization than previously. The first fifteen years
of the Kreitlow study revealed that reorganized school districts offer
more educational opportunity and show greater achievement than
non-reorganized districts. Additional longitudinal type research
studies are needed which focus on comparing the amount of learning
which occurs in reorganized and non-reorganized school districts.
This type of research is difficult, expensive and time consuming.
It is hoped that as greater resources are made available for research
that some financial support can be devoted to these kinds of studies.
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CHAPTER V
APPLICATION OF CRITERIA TO THE
CITIES AND TOWNS IN WORCESTER COUNTY,
MASSACHUSETTS
Introduction
A school district is created by the State and derives all of its
authority from the State. The main purpose of a school district as a
subdivision of the State and the State Legislature, is to serve as an
efficient local educational unit. The fact that provision is made for a
great deal of local autonomy does not alter the fundamental position
that the school district is a creature of the State. For "it is through
school districts that the States carry out, to a great degree, their
responsibility for public education"^
' One of the more pressing problems confronting the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts is that of effecting \mified school districts.
This problem, all too often, becomes involved with local conditions and
community forces, for it pits changes necessary for progress against
tradition and custom. Therefore, it behooves the State to exert leader-
ship in encouraging the formation of unified school districts.
For
few educational responsibilities have greater
far-reaching importance to the people of a state
than the establishment of a sound local district
structure for administering the schools.
^Grieder, op . cit . , p. 3*
2Dawson, Howard A. , and WiUiam J. EUena, "Reorganization of
School
Districts," The School Executive, New York; Volume 76,
January
1956. p. 62.
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P The purpose of this chapter, therefore, is to apply the criteria
developed earlier in Chapter IV to a selected geographical area of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts - Worcester County. The chapter
^
outline will be (1) a brief geographical, economic, and educational
1
description of Worcester County, (2) an analysis of the school district
organizational patterns in Worcester County, (3) application of criteria
to each of the four cities and fifty -six towns, and (4) suggestions for re-
organizing school districts to meet the criteria.
I
Geographical, Economic, and Educational Description
of Worcester Coxinty, Massachusetts^
i Location . Established on April 2, 1731, Worcester County, the third
i
largest county in Massachusetts, is located in Central Massachusetts.
i It is bordered on the north by the State of New Hampshire, on the east
‘ by Middlesex County and Norfolk Coxmty, on the south by the State of
j
' Rhode Island and the State of Connecticut, and on the west by Hampshire
County, Hampden County, and Franklin County.
«
Topography. Topographically the County is similar to that of the
Eastern Uplands of Massachusetts. As the name implies it is a plateau-
like region with general elevations from 500 feet above sea level in the
^Monograph for Worcester County , Massachusetts Department of Com-
merce and Development, 150 Cambridge Street, Boston, Massachusetts
Revised August 1965. The information cited in this section has
been
obtained from this Monograph.
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east to about 1,100 feet in the west. The land area is 1,511.82 square
mile s
.
Population . From 1910 to 1965 there has been a steady increase in
the popxilation of Worcester County. Table 4 reveals this growth as
well as the increasing population density. In each instance the growth
during this fifty-five year period represent a 65.52% increase.
TABLE 4
POPULATION AND DENSITY (PER SQUARE MILE) IN
WORCESTER COUNTY FROM 1910 TO 1965^
Year Number of People Density
1910 399,657 264 persons per square mile
1920 455,135 II II II II
1930 491,242 225 " •• " ”
1940 504,470 337 " " ” "
1945 522,607 346 " " ” "
I960 546,401 361 ” " "
"
1955 574,420 380 "
" " "
I960 583,228 386
" •' " "
1965 609,909 402
" " ” "
In I960, as revealed in Appendix A, 70.2% of the County's popu
lation lived in 14 municipalities of over 10,000 population and these mu
4lbid.
,
p. 4 and 6.
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nicips-litic s included four cities and ten towns. However, five years
later in 1965, 57.4% of the County*s popiolation lived in 17 municipalities
of over 10,000 popxilation. Of the 17 municipalities four were cities
and 13 were towns. Map #1 reflects the "in and out migration" in
Worcester County from 1955-1965. Of the 60 municipalities in Worcester
County, 42 experienced in migration during 1955-65 and 18 experienced
"out migration." The major areas of "out migration" were in Worcester,
Fitchburg, Athol, and Gardner. On the other hand "in migration" was
experienced in Auburn, Paxton, Holden, West Boylston, Shrewsbury,
Northborough, Southborough, Westborough, and Lunenburg, communities
which bordered the cities of Worcester, Fitchburg, and Gardner.
Economic base . The economic base of Worcester County is sustained
mostly by the prosperity of three areas: the Fitchburg -Gardner-
i
Leominster Area, Worcester Metropolitan Area, and the Dudley-Webster
-
Southbridge Area. Of the 14 Counties in Massachusetts, Worcester Coxanty
is second only to Middlesex County in the amount of manxafacturiug and
payroll. A further analysis of the 1963 Census of Business^ indicated
that the following municipalities as the leading retail trading centers:
5lbid.
,
p. 10 •
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Over $10,000,000 in Retail Sales
Athol Grafton Northbridge Spencer
Auburn Leicester Shrewsbury Webster
Clinton Leominster . Holden Westborough
Fitchburg Milford Southbridge Worcester
Gardner
$5,000,000 to $10,000,000 in Retail Sales
Dudley Northborough Uxbridge
Millbury Oxford Winchendon
The seven largest manufacturing groups in order of importance
as employers, were: machinery (except electrical), fabricated metals,
textile mill products, primary metal industries, rubber products,
I
leather and leather products, and furniture and fixtures.
Age Composition . Table 5 reveals the Age Composition based on the
I960 census of the population in Worcester County.
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TABLE 5
AGE COMPOSITION BASED ON THE I960 CENSUS^
Age Number Percent ofWorcester County
State
Total
Under 5 60,964 10.5% 10.7%
5-13 99,512 17.1 16.7
14-19 49,293 8.5 8.4
14 and over 422,752 72.5 64.2
21 and over 367,293 63.0 63.0
65 and over 67,476 11.0 11.1
Median age 32.9 32.1
Of the 583,228 people in Worcester County in I960, 72.5% or 422,742
were 14 years and older and 27.5% were under 14 years of age. In
all other age groups, but the "14 years and over," the percentage of
the total population in Worcester County is siinUar to that of the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts. The median age of persons re-
siding in Worcester County is 32.9 years, thus reflecting
a youthful
population, which, in turn, could have a significant impact
on the
County’s growth.
Educational Organization Patterns . Of the 53 Union
Superintendencies
in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts in October,
1966, 14 or 25.94%
^Ibid.
,
p. 4
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are located in Worcester County. A profile of these 14 Unions, as
revealed in Table 6, indicate that eight are two -town unions, two
are three -town lanions, two are four -town unions, one is a five -town
xinion, and one is a six-town union. Thirty- six of the sixty commu-
nities or 60.0% are members of a'Union Superintendency. Further,
five unions have no involvement with regional school districts, five
are coterminous with regional high school districts, two members of
two separate regional school districts at the secondary level, and two
are members of one regional school district. Map #2 reveals the
geographical distribution of Union Superintendencies and Appendix B
lists the composition of Unions in Worcester Coxmty, October 1, 1966.
TABLE 6
UNION SUPERINTENDENCIES IN OCTOBER, 1966
Number of Union Superintendencie s - Massachusetts
Number of Union Superintendencie s - Worcester County
Number and Type of Union Superintendencies in
Worcester County
Two -town 8
Three -town 2
Four -town 2
Five -town
Six -town
Total
1
1
14
Total number of towns in Worcester County involved in Union
Superintendencies
53
14'
36
7Two of the Union Superintendencie s in Worcester County
cut across
County lines Unions #47 and #61.
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Of the 44 Regional School Districts in Massachusetts in
October, 1966, 13 or 29.54% are located in Worcester Coiinty. Table
7 reflects the number, type, and grade organizational patterns that
these 13 regional school districts contain. Map #3 reveals the geo-
graphical distribution of the Regional School Districts and Appendix C
indicates the composition of the regional districts in Worcester Coxmty.
Eight of 13 regional school districts have a grade organization con-
sisting of grades 9-12, and five have grades 7-12. Of the 13 regional
school districts, 8 are two -town regionals, two are three -town re-
gionals, oue is a four -town, and three are five -town regionals. Thirty
of the 60 communities in Worcester County or 50% are members of a
Regional School District. Significantly not one of the regional school
districts encompasses grades 1 through 12 under one school board.
Since a regional school district is a corporate entity, overlapping
administrative xinits as revealed in Appendix D, are the rule, that is to
say, there are separate elementary and secondary school districts.
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TABLE 7
REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICTS IN MASSACHUSETTS
OCTOBER, 1966
Total number in Massachusetts
Total number in Worcester Co\mty
Number and grade organization:^
4-Year regional high schools
6-Year regional high schools
44‘
13
8
5
Type of Regional School Districts - Number of
Communitie s^
Two -town
Three -town
Four -town
Five -town
8
1
1
3
Number of commxmities involved in Regional
School Districts
Total number of towns in Worcester County
•involved in Regional School Districts 30
SFive regionals were under construction as of October, 1966:
Adams-
Cheshire. Mohawk, Monument Mountain, Quabbin, Quabog
Regionals.
9lncludes Quabog and Quabbin Regions.
I I
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Application of Criteria
[
It is the purpose of this section to (1) reveal the pupil popu-
I
lation in each community in Worcester County, as of October 1, 1966,
p (2) apply the five criteria to each .of the four cities and 56 towns in
Worcester County, (3) divide Worcester County into six sub-regions
for the purpose of applying the criteria to each commvinity in the sub-
regions, (4) present an overview of the administrative organization
in each sub -region, (5) outline the educational administrative orga-
^ nizational patterns in each community in the sub-region, (6) indicate
t
>f pupil population in each community in the sub -region, (7) outline the
'i
\
' community population figures in each community in the sub -regions
^ from 1910 to 1965 , and (8) make recommendations relative to reor-
I
ganizing those communities that do not f\olfill the established criteria.
The number of pupils in a school district is one factor that
must be considered before any recommendations relative to the re-
organization of a school district can be undertaken. Therefore, the
pupil population in each of the 60 cities and towns, as well as eight
other communities which are included in this study, are presented in
Table 8. In Table 9 each criteria was applied to the 60 communities
in Worcester County to determine those communities which do
and
do not fulfill the established criteria as of October 1, 1966.
TABLE
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Twelve of the 60 communities in Worcester County, as in-
dicated in Table . 9 ? and illustrated in Map #4, fulfill the criteria
and they are:
Auburn Millbury
Fitchburg Oxford
Gardner Shrewsbury
Grafton Southbridge
Leominster Westborough
Milford Worcester
The remaining 48 communities do not meet the criteria. Therefore,
recommendations will be made as to how they can be reorganized.
In order to facilitate the implementation of the criteria,
Worcester
County is divided into six sub-regions.
* Sub -Region #1
Ashburnham Royal ston
Athol Templeton
Gardner Westminster
Phillip ston Winchendon
An overview of sub-region #1 reveals the
following:
1. Of the eight oommuTiities only
Gardner fulfills the established
criteria.
There are two Superintendency Unions (#1
and #56) and three
Regional School Districts (Athol-Royalston,
Narragansett, and
Oakmont Regional) operating in this sub
-region.
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3. A total of 19 school committees and five different superinten-
dents are involved in the administration of Grades 1-12 in the
eight comm\inities.
Educational Administrative Organization
The following is an analysis of the administrative organization
that existed in each community in sub-region #1 as of October 1, 1966.
1, a) Ashburnham
Ashburnham Elementary School Committee, Grades
1-8
Oakmont Regional High School District Committee,
Grades 9“ 12
Superintendency Union #56
b) Westminster
Westminster School Committee, Grades 1-8
Oakmont Regional High School District Committee,
Grades 9-12
Superintendency Union #56
In 1956, Ashburnham and Westminster joined
together and
established the Oakmont Regional High School District,
thereby
forming another legal entity to govern its
schools. As a member of
Superintendency Union #56, both communities
share the services of
the same
district.
superintendent on the elem'entary level.
In this coterminous
the Superintendent of the Union and
the Regional is the sam
As a result this superintendent is
responsible to four school
person.
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committees - two elementary (Ashburnham and Westminster) grades
1-8, one secondary (Oakmont Regional) Grades 9-12 and one Union
(#56). As noted above each community has three committees respon-
sible for Grades 1-12 in their respective communities.
2.
Athol
Athol School Committee, Grades 1-8
Athol-Royalston Regional High School District Committee,
Grades 9-12
The Superintendent of the Regional High School District also
serves as the school officer for the Athol School Committee, Grades
1-8, Athol, therefore, has one superintendent and two school com-
mittees administering Grades 1-12.
3. Gardner
Gardner School Committee, Grades 1 — 12
Gardner is an independent school district operating and
maintaining Grades 1-12 under one school committee and
one super-
intendent.
4. Phillipston
Phillipston School Committee, Grades 1-6
Narragansett Regional High School District Committee.
Grades 7-12
Superintendency Union #1
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Since Phillipston is a member of Superintendency Union #1,
it shares the services of its superintendent with Royalston and Temple-
ton. This superintendent also serves the Narragansett Regional
School District. Grades 1-12, therefore, in Phillipston are under the
leadership of one superintendent and three school committees - one
elementary, one secondary, and the Union School Committee,
5. Royalston
Royalston School Committee, Grades 1-8
Athol-Royalston Regional High School District Committee,
Grades 9 “12
Superintendency Union #1
In 1956 Royalston joined with Athol to form the Athol-Royalsto
Reg.ional High School District. Since this regional school district
was
formed to include only grades 9-12. the Royalston to be
responsible
for Grades 1-8. Since each educational administrative
unit is a legal
entity, a superintendent must be employed. As
a member of Super-
intendency Union #1 it shares the services of one
superintendent with
Phillipston and Templeton on the elementary
leval and another super-
intendent on the secondary level as a member of a
regional school
district. Royalston, therefore, has
three committees and two differ-
ent superintendents responsible for
pupUs in grades 1-12.
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6. Templeton
Templeton School Committee, Grades 1-6
Narragansett Regional High School District Committee,
Grade 1-12
Superintendency Union #1
Templeton in 1955 joined with Phillipston to form the
Narragansett Regional School District. Both commxinities are also
members of Superintendency Union #1, and employ the same super-
intendent on the elementary level. However, this organization re-
quires the superintendent to serve five school committees: the
Regional School Committee, Grades 7-12, the Union School Com-
mittee, grades 1-6, the Templeton School Committee, Grades 1-6,
the Phillipston School Committee, Grades 1-6, and the Royalston
School Committee, Grades 1-6. As revealed above there are
three
committees and a divided superintendent responsible for grades
1-12
in Templeton.
7. Winchendon
Winchendon School Committee, grades 1-12
Winchendon is an independent school district administered
by one school committee and one superintendent.
Pupil Popialation
The pupil population of each of the eight
communities in
of October 1, 196f>, was as follows:sub-region #1, as
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Total Membership
Commimity October 1, 1966
Ashburnham 787
Athol 2,401
Gardner ' 2,788
Phillip ston 221
Roycdston 211
Templeton 1,504
Westminster 1,060
Winchendpn 1,531
Of the eight communities in this sub -region, two, Athol and
Gardner, meet the minimum pupil population criteria calling for
"2,000 pupils or over." All other communities fall below this figure.
Community Population
Population figures for the period from 1910 to 1965 reveal
the growth patterns in each community.
Athol 8
Gardner 14
Phillip ston
Royal ston
1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1955 I960 1965
107 2,012 2,079 2,255 2,603 2,588
2,758 3,042
,536 9,792 10,971 11,180 11,554 12,186
11,637 11,989
.699 1^,971 *19,399 20,206
19,581 20,186 19,038 20,463
426 354 357 481 638 748 695
842
792 819 744 795 836 848
800 739
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Community 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1955 I960 1965
Templeton 3,856 4,019 4,159 4,601 4,757 5,384 5,371 6,002
Westminster 1,353 1,343 1,925 2,126 2,768 3,505 4,022 4,452
Winchendon 5,678 5,904 •6,202 6,575 6,585 6,701 6,237 6,689
Of the eight communities in this sub-region, foxir - Ashburnham,
Phillipston, Templeton, and Westminster - have experienced growth for
the period from 1940-1965. Each of the communities have increased
34,45%, 77,31%, 30.45%, and 109.41% respectively. Three of the four
remaining towns -(Athol, Gardner, Winchendon) experienced very minor
population increases and one (Royalston) declined in the same period.
Recommendations
1. Ashburnham and Westminster. It is recommended that
\
Ashburnham and Westminster form unified school district
encompassing Grades 1-12 under one school committee
and one superintendent. Although the combined population
of these two communities (1,837) is below the 2,000 pupil
criteria, there is evidence to support this recommendation.
Westminster, which is bordered on the East by Fitchburg
and Leominster, and on the West by Gardner, experienced
the largest population growth in sub-region #1
- 109% from
1940 to 1965. Further, housing construction in
the community
would suggest that the minimum pupU criteria will be reached
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in the near future.
Since the two communities are members of the Oakmont
Regional School District on the secondary level, their
\inification could be achieved by amending the Regional
District Agreement downward to include Grades 1-8,
In doing so, a single school committee, with a single
superintendent, woxild administer Grades 1~12 for both
communitie s •
2. Athol and Royalston. It is recommended that Athol and
•Royalston form a unified school district encompassing
Grades 1-12.
Although Athol^s 2,401 pupil population wovld fxalfill the
^
minimum pupil population criteria, it does not satisfy
the criteria calling for a single school committee and a
single school for Grades 1-12, Royalston does not fxolfill
any of the established criteria. However, both
communities
send their pupils, upon completion of the elementary
grades,
to the same secondary school.
Inasmuch as these two communities are members of the
Athol-Royalston Regional School District (Grades 9-12),
their unification could be realized by amending
the Regional
School District to include Grades 1-8. In doing
so their
combined pupil population of 2, 612 (Grades 1-12) would
be under one school committee and one superintendent
and the five criteria would be met.
3. Gardner, This independent school has fulfilled the
criteria.
4. Phillipston, Templeton, and Winchendon. It is recom-
mended that these three co mmiinitie s form a xmified
school district encompassing Grades 1-12.
These three communities, as noted in Table 9, satisfy
only one of the established criteria, and that is #5 which
relates to transportation. Phillipston and Templeton
are members of Union #1 on the elementary level and
I
^ members of the Narragansett Regional School District
on the secondary level. Winchendon is an independent
school district operating grades 1-12 for 1,531 pupils.
Unification of these three commvmities, whose combined
enrollment is 3,257, could be achieved by amending the
Narragansett Regional School District Agreement (of
which Phillipston and Templeton are members) downward
to include grades 1-6 and for the electorate in Winchendon
to vote affirmatively to join this new district. In doing
so,
the three communities would satisfy the established
criteria.
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Alternative Recommendations:
1. Royalston. Although it has been recommended that
Royalston form a unified school district with Athol,
there is an alternative that could be considered. Royalston
could withdraw from the Athol-Royalston Regional School
District and join with Phillip ston and Templeton. Since
there woxald be many legcd and financial problems involved
in the dissolution of a regional school district, this recom-
mendation has not been made. However, if Royalston
could overcome these problems, then unification with
Phillipston and Templeton coiold be considered.
2. Winchendon. Although the prime recommendation is for
\
^ Winchendon to join Phillipston and Templeton, it could
consider unification with Ashburnham and Westminster.
However, if Winchendon were to join with Ashburnham and
Westminster, and Royalston were to remail with Athol,
then the proposed Phillipston and Templeton Region would
not fulfill the established criteria.
«
Sub-Region #2
The following communities comprise sub-region #2:
•Rarre Hubbardston
Hardwick New Braintree
Map 5 99
Recommendations for Sub-Region #1
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North Brookfield Warren
Oakham West Brookfield
Petersham
An overview of these commxmities reveals the foil >' ing:
1. There are four Superintendency Unions (#2, #7, #12, and
#24) and three regional school districts (Quabbin, Quabog,
and Ralph C. Mahar) operate in this sub-region.
2. A total of seventeen school committees and five superb -
tendents are involved in the administration of grades 1- '2
’ in the nine communities.
3. Superintendency Unions #2 and #24 have been granted
permission by the Massachusetts Department of Education
k to be dissolved as of July 1, 1967, and form new Unions.
This dissolution affected two commxmities in sub-region #1.
Oakham and Petersham.
Petersham, which was a member of Union #2, has been
permitted by the Massachusetts Department of Education
to be independent \antil such time that it becomes a full
member of the Ralph C. Mahar Regional School District -
Grades 1-12. Oakham, formerly in Union #24, would be
a member of a reorganized Union, consisting of Oakham,
Barre, Hardwick, and Hubbardston.
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Educational Administrative Organization .
The following is an overview of the administrative organiza-
tion that existed in each community in sub-region #2 as of October 1,
1966 :
1. Barre
Barre School Committee, Grades 1-6
Quabbin Regional High School District Committee,
Grades 7-12
Superintendency Union #2
In 1963, Barre joined with Hardwick, Hubbardston, and
Oakham, and established the Quabbin Regional High School District,
Grades 7-12. As a member of Superintendency Union #2, Barre
shares the services of a superintendent on the elementary level with
three other comm\mities. This superintendent is also the educational
officer of the regional school district. Barre, therefore, has
three
school committees and one superintendent responsible for pupUs
in
grades 1-12.
2. Hardwick
Hardwick School Committee, Grades 1-6
Quabbin Regional High School District Committee,
Grades 7-12
Superintendency Union #2
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3. Hubbardston
Hubbardston School Committee, Grades 1-6
Quabbin Regional High School District Committee,
Grades 7-12
Superintendency Union #2
In 1963 these three communities joined together and formed
the Quabbin Regional School District, Grades 7-12, They are also
members of Superintendency Union #2. Significantly the Union Super-
intendent and the Quabbin Regional School District Superintendent is
the same person. Each community has a school committee at the
elementary level, another at the secondary level, and are members
of a Superintendency Union, Therefore, each, as indicated above, has
I
three committees and one superintendent concerned with grades 1-12
in their respective communities.
4. New Braintree
New Braintree School Committee, Grades 1-12
Superintendency Union #12
As a member of Superintendency Union #12 New Braintree
shares the services of a superintendent with the towns of Warren and
West Brookfield. The New Braintree School Committee maintains
and operates an elementary school and tuitions its secondary pupils
to North Brookfield High School.
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5. North Brookfield.
North Brookfield School Committee, Grades 1-12
Superintendency Union #7
The North Brookfield School Committee maintains and operates
schools for grades 1-12 and is a member of Superintendency Union #7,
As a merr. ber of Union #7 it shares the services of a superintendent
with East Brookfield, This superintendent, therefore, is responsible
for grades .1-12 in North Brookfield and Grades 1-8 in East Brookfield.
6, Oakh.am,
Oakham School Committee, Grades 1-6
Quabbin Regional High School District Committee,
;
Grades 7-12
^
Sup erintendency Union #24
Oakham;, in 1963, joined with Barre, Hardwick, and Hubbardston
to establish the Quibbin Regional High School District - Grades 7-12.
As a member of Suj erintendency Union #24 its superintendent was also
responsible to Holde-i, Paxton, Princeton, Rutland, and Sterling.
Oakham, therefore, h.as three committees and two superintendents
administering grades 1-12. Although the Massachusetts
Department
of Education has permitted Oakham to withdraw from Union
#24
effective July 1, 1967, and become a member of a new
Superintendency
Union consisting of Barra, Hardwick, and
Hubbardston, there wiU
still be three committees responsible for
grades 1-12.
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1 7. Petersham.
Petersham School Committee, Grades 1-6
f Ralph C. Mahar Regional High School District
t-
i
I
Committee, Grades 7-12
* Superintendency Union #2
I
: Petersham, in 1955, joined with Erving and Orange to
I
establish the Ralph C. Mahar Regional High School District -
! Grades 7-12, In October 1966, this regional school district was
' expanded to include Wendell and New Salem. As a member of
Superintendency Union #2, Petersham has had two separate super-
intendents and three committees administering its schools (Grades
1
1-12). The Massachusetts Department of Education has permitted
Petersham to withdraw from Union #2 and become an independent
!
[
community for grades 1-6, effective July 1, 1967. However, this
S' permission was granted with the understanding that Petersham would
f become a full member of the Ralph C. Mahar Regional School Dis-
/
. trict - when it expands its grade organization to include grades
1-6.
8. Warren.
Warren School Committee, Grades 1-6
Quabog Regional High School District Committee,
, Grades 7-12
If.
1 Superintendency Union #2
'V
'4
r
\
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In October 1966 Warren joined with West Brookfield to
establish the Quabog Regional High School District, Grades 7-12.
However, this regional school is under construction and is not full y
operational. As a member of Superintendency Union #2 it shares a
superintendent with West Brookfield and New Braintree. Since
Warren is a member of the Quabog Regional School District, the
Warren School Committee is concerned with Grades 1-6, Thus
Warren has three committees and one superintendent administering
Grades 1-12.
9. West Brookfield.
West Brookfield School Committee, Grades 1-6
Quabog Regional High School District Committee,
\
Grades 7-12
Superintendency Union #2
West Brookfield, in 1966, joined with Warren to establish the
Quabog Regional High School District - grades 7-12. Until the Quabog
Regional High School becomes operational, the West Brookfield School
Committee will continue to be responsible for grades 1-12. As of
4
October 1, 1966 West Brookfield operated an elementary school
and
tuitioned its secondary pupUs to Warren High School, and had two
com-
mittees and one superintendent responsible for grades
1-12. When the
Quabog Regional becomes operational then West Brookfield will
have
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three committees and one superintendent concerned with grades 1-12.
Pupil Population
The pupil population of each of the nine communities in sub-
region #2 as well as four other communities which are involved with
one of the towns in the recommendations concerning this sub-region,
as of October 1, 1966 was as follows:
Committee
Pupil Population
Total Membership
October 1, 1966
Barre 868
Hardwick 423
Hubbardston 363
New Braintree 139
North Brookfield 826
Oakham 153
Petersham 248
Warren 674
West Brookfield 487
Erving 347
%
New Salem 118
Orange 1,494
Wendell 88
Of the nine communities and the additional four
communities
which are related to future recommendation, in sub-region #2 not one
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fiilfills the criteria calling for 2,000 pupils or over in grades 1-12 as
of October 1, 1966.
Community Population
Population figures for .the period from 1910 to 1965 reveal
the growth patterns in the nine communities in sub-region #2,
Community 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1955 I960 1965
Barre 2,957 3,357 3,510 3,528 3,406 3,591 3,479 3,860
Hardwick 3,524 3,085 2,460 2,154 2,348 2,271 2,340 2,395
Hubbardston 1,073 1,045 1,010 1,022 1,134 1,162 1,217 1,356
New Braintree 464 394 407 439 478 471 509 530
North Brookfield 3,075 2,610 3,012 3,304 3,444 3,455 3,616 3,608
Oakham 552 477 502 423 455 522 524 632
Petersham 757 642 660 923 814 929 890 990
Warren 4,188 3,407 3,765 3,531 3,406 3,509 3,383 3,578
West Brookfield 1,327 1,281 1,255 1,387 1,674 1,935 2,053 2,233
Of the nine commiinities in sub-region #2, two (Hardwick, and
Warren) have experienced a decrease in popiilation in the period from
1910 to 1965. Within the same period three (Barre, Hubbardston,
and
%
West Brookfield) have increased 30% or more.
Re COmmendation s
;
1, Barre, Hardwick, Hubbardston, Oakham.
It is recommended that these four communities form
a unified
school district encompassing grades 1-lZ. Since these
communities
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are members of the Quabbin Regional School District (grades 7-12)
their unification can be achieved by amending this regional school
district agreement to include grades 1-6. In doing so, a single school
committee with a single superintendent, would administer grades
1-12 for the four communities. Although their total pupil popialation
would be 1,807, the continued population increase in three of the four
communities as revealed earlier (Bar re, Hubbardston, and Oakham)
would indicate that they would in the near future achieve the two
thousand pupil population criteria.
2. -New Braintree, North Brookfield, Warren, and West Brook-
field
It is recommended that these four commxmities form a \mified
school district encompassing grades 1-12. Although Warren and West
Brookfield and New Braintree are members of Superintendency Union
#12, only Warren and West Brookfield are members of the Quabog
Regional High School District - grades 7-12. The unification of these
four communities could be achieved by (1) amending the Quabog Re-
gional School District agreement to include grades 1-6 and (2) for
the electorate in the towns of New Braintree and North Brookfield to
vote affirmatively to join this new regional district which woxald include
grades 1-12. In doing so, the 2,126 pupils in the four communities
would have one school committee and one superintendent administering
grades 1-12.
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3. Petersham,
It is recommended that Petersham join with Erving, New
Salem, Orange, and Wendell to form a unified school district en-
compassing grades 1-12. Petersham is a member of the Ralph C.
Mahar Regional School District - grades 7-12. As mentioned earlier.
Petersham was granted permission from the Massachusetts Depart-
ment to withdraw from Union #2 with the understanding that it join
with district which woiold \iltimately be concerned with grades 1-12.
All five commionities, which have a combined pupil population of
2,207, are currently considering this course of action (amending the
regional school district to include grades 1-6). The completion of
this action would fully implement the established criteria.
Alternative Recommendations ;
1, Petersham,
Although Petersham could consider joining with Barre,
Hardwick, Hubbardston, and Oakham in the Quabbin Regional, to do
so would create many legal and financial problems. Petersham is
a member of the Ralph C. Mahar Regional School District, and has
for some time been sending its secondary pupils to this school. It
is for this reason that this recommendation was not initially
made.
Map 6
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Recommendations fot Sub
-Region #2
Ill
Sub-Region #3
Brookfield Oxford
Charlton Southbridge
Dudley Spencer
East Brookfield Sturbridge
Leicester Webster
An analysis of this sub-region reveals the following:
1. Of the ten communities, two fulfill the established criteria
and they are - Oxford and Southbridge,
2. . There are two Superintendency Unions, and two regional
school districts operating in this sub-region.
3. A total of fifteen school committees and eight different
' superintendents are involved in the administration of
grades 1-12 in the ten commxinities.
Educational Administrative Organization
The following is an overview of the administrative organization
that existed in each community in sub-region #3 as of October 1,
1966:
1. Brookfield
Brookfield School Committee, Grades 1-6
Tantasqua Regional High School District Committee,
Grades 7-12
Superintendency Union #61
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Brookfield, in 1952, joined with Brimfield, Holland, Stur-
bridge and Wales and established the Tantasqua Regional School
District - grades 7~12.
Since the Superintendent of the Union and the Region is the
same person, this organizational structure requires him to serve as
the educational officer for three committees - one elementary, grades
1"6, one secondary, grades 7«12, and the Union School Committee,
2, Charlton
Charlton School Committee, grades 1-12
‘ Charlton is an independent school district (grades 1-12) ad-
ministered by a single school committee and a single superintendent.
' 3. Dudley
I
A Dudley School Committee, grades 1-12
Superintendency Union #40
As a member of Superintendency Union #40, Dudley shares
the services of a superintendent with Webster. The Dudley
School
Committee maintains and operates the elementary school and one
junior high school and tuitions its high school pupils to Webster
High
School.
4, East Brookfield
East Brookfield School Committee, grades 1-8
%
Spencer-East Brookfield Regional High School
District Committee, grades 9-12
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Superintendency Union #7
In 1962 East Brookfield joined with Spencer to establish a
regional high school district for grades 9-12. As a member of
Superintendency Union #7, East Brookfield shares the services of
a superintendent on the elementary level with North Brookfield,
Therefore, grades 1-12 in East Brookfield are administered by three
committees and two different Superintendents,
5. Leicester
Leicester School Committee, grades 1-12
• Leicester is an independent school district (grades 1-12)
administered by a single school committee and a single superintendent.
6. Oxford
^
Oxford School Committee, grades 1-12
Oxford is an independent school district (grades 1-12) ad-
ministered by a single school committee and a single superintendent.
7 • Southbridge
Southbridge School Committee, grades 1-12
Southbridge is an independent school district (grades 1-12)
administered by a single school committee and a single superintendent.
8. Spencer
Spencer School Committee, grades 1-8
Spencer-East Brookfield Regional High School District
Committee, grades 9-12
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Spencer in 1962 joined with East Brookfield and established
a regional school district for grades 9-12. Administratively there
are two autonomous school committees and one superintendent servicing
the town of Spencer, - one elementary, grades 1-8 and one secondary,
grades 9-12.
9. Sturbridge
Sturbridge School Committee, grades 1-6
Tantasqua Regional High School Committee, grades 7-12
Superintendency Union #61
In 1954 Sturbridge, with Brimfield, Brookfield, Holland, and
Wales established the Tantasqua Regional High School District, grades
7-12, These five towns are also members of Superintendency Union
t
#61i The superintendent of both the Union and Region is the same
person. Thus Sturbridge has three committees and one superintendent
administering grades 1-12.
10. Webster
Webster School Committee, grades 1-12
Superintendency Union #40
As a member of Superintendency Union #40, Webster shares
the services of a superintendent with Dudley.
This superintendent,
therefore, is responsible to two school committees.
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Pupil Population
The pupil population in each of the ten commiinities in sub-
region #3 as of October 1, 1966 was as follows:
Brookfield 532
Charlton 1,044
Dudley 1,340
East Brookfield 440
Leicester 1,952
Oxford 2,709
Southbridge 2,411
Spencer 1,851
Sturbridge 1,005
Webster 1,780
Of the ten communities in sub-region #3 two fulfill the criteria
calling for 2,000 pupils or over in grades 1-12 - Oxford and South-
bridge.
Commimity Population
Popxilation figures for the period for 1910 to 1965 reveal the
growth patterns in the ten communities.
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Community 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1955 I960 1965
Brookfield 2,204 2,216 1,352 1,393 1,567 1,774 1,751 2,002
Charlton 2,032 1,994 2,154 2,557 3,136 3,466 3,685 4,017
Dudley 4,267 3,701 4,265 4,616 5,261 5,596 6,510 6,960
East
•
Brookfield 926 1,016 1,243 1,391 1,533 1,788
Leicester 3,237 3,635 4,465 4,851 6,029 7,290 8,177 8,701
Oxford 3,361 3,820 3,943 4,623 5,851 7,777 9,282 10,034
Southbridge 12,592 14,245 14,264 16,325 17,519 17,271 16,525 19,384
Spencer 6,740 5,930 6,272 6,661 7,027 7,611 7,838 8,514
Sturbridge 1,957 1,573 1,712 2,227 2,805 3,413 3,604 4,006
Webster 11,509 13,258 12,992 13,186 13,194 13,934 13,680 14,357
^
All communities in this sub-region have experienced popialation
gro^Uh in the period from 1910 to 1965. The largest percentage in-
creases, however, have taken place in Dudley, East Brookfield, Oxford,
and Sturbridge. Of these, the largest increase took place in Oxford
where the population increased 198% in the period from 1910 to 1965.
Recommendations
1
1. Brookfield, Brimfield, Charlton, HoUand, Sturbridge, and
Wales.
:
. It is recommended that these six towns form a unified school
*
, I
district encompassing grades 1-12. ^Significantly five of the six com-
munities - Brookfield, Brimfield, Holland, Sturbridge, and Wales
-
.V®. *•
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are members of the Tantasqxia Regional School District and Super-
intendency Union #61. Further, these five communities also share
the same superintendent. The combined pupil population of these six
communities as of October 1, 1966 was 3,478. The unification of
these communities coiild be achieved by amending the present
Tantasqua Regional District Agreement downward to include grades
1-6, and for the electorate in Charlton to vote affirmatively to join
this new district.
2. Dudley and Webster.
It is recommended that Dudley and Webster form a unified
school district encompassing grades 1-12, Both communities are
members of Superintendency Union #40 and have the same superin-
tendent. Further, Dudley tuitions its secondary pupils to Webster
)
High School.
3. East Brookfield and Spencer,
Both communities are members of the same regional school
district and share the same superintendent at the secondary level,
but have separate superintendents at the elementary level. As a
V
resialt these two communities have foxir school committees and two
superintendents. Therefore, it is recommended that these two com-
mxinities form a unified school district encompassing grades 1-12,
In doing so, a single school committee and a single superintendent
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woxild administer this district, whose combined pupil population would
be 2,291.
4. Leicester.
Although the pupil popxalation of this independent district was
1,952 as of October 1, 1956, there is ample evidence of growth to
justify the recommendation that it continue to operage grades 1-12.
From 1940 to 1965 Leicester’s population has increased approximately
80%.
5. Oxford.
Oxford fulfills all the criteria. Therefore, no recommendation
is necessary.
6. Southbridge
I
* Southbridge f\ilfills all the criteria. Therefore, no recom-
mendation is necessary.
Alte rnative s :
1 . Charlton
Although it has been recommended that Charlton join with
Sturbridge, Brookfield, Brimfield, Holland, and Wales, Charlton does
have several alternatives it can consider open to it. It should consider
joining Webster -Dudley, Southbridge, East Brookfield regional dis-
trict, or Oxford.
Map 7
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Sub-Region #4
An analysis of sub-region #4 reveals the following:
1. Of the thirteen communities, four fulfill the established
criteria, and they are Auburn, Grafton, Milford, and
Millbury.
2. There are three Superintendency Unions (#44, #52, #59)
one regional school district (Nipmuc Regional) operating
in this sub-region.
3. A total of twenty-one school committees and ten different
superintendents are involved in the administration of
grades 1-12 in the thirteen communities.
Educational Administrative Organization
I
i- The following is an overview of the educational administrative
organization that existed in each community in sub-region #3 as of
October 1, 1966:
1. Aubtirn
Auburn School Committee, grades 1-12
Auburn is an independent school district operating grades 1-12
\ander one school committee and one superintendent.
2. Blackstone
Blackstone School Committee, grades 1-12
Superintendency Union #44
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Although Blackstone maintains and operates grades 1-12,
the Blackstone School Committee, as a member of Superintendency
Union #44, shares the services of a superintendent with Millville,
Thus, the superintendent serves three committees - the Blackstone
School Committee, the Millville School Committee, and the Union
School Committee,
3, Douglas
Douglas School Committee, grades 1-12
Superintendency Union #52
• The Douglas School Committee, which is responsible for
grades 1-12, joined with Sutton to form Superintendency Union #52,
As a member of this Union it employs the same superintendent, who,
I
in turn, must divide his time and efforts between both Committees,
4, Grafton
Grafton School Committee, grades 1-12
Grafton is an independent school district maintaining
and operating grades 1-12 \mder one school committee and one super
intendent,
5, Hopedale
Hopedale School Committee, grades 1-12
Hopedale is an independent school district maintaining and
operating an educational program for grades 1-12 under one school
committee and one superintendent.
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6. Mendon
Mendon School Committee, grades 1-6
Nipmuc Regional High School District Committee,
grades 7-12.
Superintendency Union #59
In 1958 Mendon joined with Upton and established the Nipmuc
Regional High School District. Since the regional school district is an
autonomous entity, encompassing grades 7-12, the Mendon School
Committee continued as a legal body for grades 1-12. The three
aforementioned administrative units also employ the same superin-
tendent. As a result this educational officer is responsible to four
committees - two elementary, one regional secondary and the Union
School Committee.
7. Milford
Milford School Committee, grades 1-12
Milford is an independent school district - grades 1-12 under
one school committee and one superintendent.
8. Millbury
Millbury School Committee, grades 1-12
Millbury is an independent school district maintaining and
operating grades 1-12 under one school committee and one superintend
dent.
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9 , Millville
Millville School Committee
- grades 1-12
Superintendency Union #44
As a member of Superintendency Union #44, Millville shares
the services of the same superintendent with Blackstone. The Millville
School Committee maintains and operates one elementary school and
tuitions its secondary pupils to Blackstone High School.
10, Northbridge
Northbridge School Committee - grades 1-12
. Northbridge is an independent school district maintaining and
operating grades 1-12 under one school committee and one superinten-
dent,
\
11, Sutton:
A
Sutton School Committee, grades 1-12
Superintendency Union #52
Since Sutton is a member of Superintendency Union #52, it
shares the same superintendent with Douglas. The Sutton School Com-
mittee, however, maintains and operates grades 1-12,
12, Upton
Upton School Committee, grades 1-6
Nipmuc Regional High School District Committee,
grades 7-12
Superintendency Union #59
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Upton (with Mendon) is a member of the coterminous
Union and regional school district. As members of Union #59 and
the Nipmuc Regional High School District, they share the services
of the same superintendent. This superintendent, therefore, is
responsible to the Upon School Committee, grades 1-6, Mendon
School Committee, grades 1-6, the Nipmuc Regional Committee,
grades 7-12, and the Union School Committee.
13. Uxbridge
Uxbridge School Committee, grades 1-12
' Uxbridge is an independent school district under one school
committee and one superintendent.
Pupil Population
I
^
The pupil popiilation in each of the thirteen commxinities
in sub-region #4 as of October 1, 1966 was as follows:
Community
Pupil Population
Total Membership
October 1, 1966
Auburn 3,745
Blackstone 1,067
Douglas 596
Grafton 2,276
Hopedale 1,069
Mendon 596
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Community
Pupil Popxalation
Total Membership
October 1, 1967
Milford 2,655
Millbury 2,287
Millville 342
Northbridge 1,950
Sutton 1,011
Upton 809
Uxbridge 1,594
Of the thirteen commxmities in sub-region #4 four fulfill the
criteria calling for 2,000 pupils or over in grades 1-12, and they are
Auburn, Grafton, Milford, and Millbury. One community, Northbridge,
'has 1,950 pupils, and there is siifficient evidence of population growth
I
to consider that it will fulfill the criteria within the very near future.
Community Popijlation
Popvilation figures for the period from 1910 to 1965 reveal
the growth patterns in the thirteen communities:
Community 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1955 I960 1965
Auburn 2,420 3,891 6,147 6,629 8,840 12,442 14,047 15,396
Blackstone 5,648 4,299 4,674 4,566 4,968 5,023 5,130 6,025
Douglas 2,152 2,181 2,195 2,617 2,624 2,660 2,559 2,718
Grafton 5,705 6,887 7,030 7,457 8,281 9,803 10,627
11,571
Ebpedale 2,188 2,777 2,973 3,113 3,479 3,773 3,987
4,363
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Community 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1955 I960 1965
Mendon 880 961 1,107 1,315 1,619 1,905 2,068 2,310
Milford 13,055 13,471 14,741 15,388 15,443 15,622 15,749 17,034
Millbury 4,740 5,653 6,957 6,983 8,347 9,282 9,623 10,764
Millville — 2,224 2,111 1,722 1,692 1,583 1,567 1,706
Northbridge 8,807 10,174 9,713 10,242 10,476 10,626 10,800 10,502
Sutton 3,078 2,578 2,147 2,749 3,102 3,423 3,638 3,921
Upton 2,071 1,693 2,026 2,249 2,656 2,921 3,127 3,502
Uxbridge 4,671 5,384 6,285 6,417 7,007 7,596 7,789 8,265
.
Twelve of the thirteen commxinities have experienced popvala-
tion growth in the period from 1910 to 1965. The largest percentage
increases took place in Auburn, Grafton, Mendon, and Millbury -
536%, 103%, 162%, and 127% respectively, Millville, the only com-
munity which did not have an increase, declined approximately 2% in
the period from 1920 to 1965.
i
I
Recommendations:
j
1, Auburn. Auburn fulfills all of the established criteria.
?•
;
* Therefore, no recommendation is made,
\ 2. Blackstone, Hopedale, Mendon, Millville, and Upton.
1 •
j It is recommended that these five communities form a
I
unified school district encompassing grades 1-12.
'W'
. Independently, four of the five fail to fulfill the established
^ criteria. The fifth, Hopedale, fails to meet the criteria
;
f
n
I
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calling for "2,000 pupils or over as of October 1, 1966."
Upton and Mendon are (coterminous) members of a
coterminous union-regional district. Blackstone and
Millville, in May, 1967, voted to establish a regional
school district. Hopedale is an independent community.
All five, however, are members of the Blackstone
Valley Regional Vocational School District.
As of October 1, 1966 these five communities had a
total of eight school committees and three different
"superintendents administering grades 1-12,
In forming this proposed unified school district the
five communities would fulfill the established criteria -
a single school committee, a single superintendent,
and a combined enrollment of 3,891.
3. Douglas and Uxbridge, It is recommended that these
two communities form a unified school district en-
compassing grades 1-12. Independently, each com-
mxmity fails to meet the pupil criteria calling for "2,000
pupils or over as of October 1, 1966." Their combined
pupil population would be (as of this date) 2,190. This
distance between the two commimities (their extremities)
would be approximately twenty miles. This distance
would enable both communities fulfill the maximum
transportational time criteria.
In forming this unified school district Douglas and
Uxbridge would fulfill the established criteria.
Grafton and Milford fulfill the established criteria.
Therefore, no recommendation is made.
Sutton and Millbury. It is recommended that these
two communities form a unified school district en-
compassing grades 1-12.
Although Millbury fulfills all of the criteria, Sutton
does not. Sutton is a member of a superintendency
Union with Douglas, but the network of roads in this
area is such that unification with Millbury woxald be
more desirable. Since the distance between the
centers of Sutton and Millbury is approximately six
miles, the transportational criteria can be realized.
The combined pupil population as of October 1, 1966
is in excess of the minimal criteria. Therefore, the
%
unification of these two communities woxiLd achieve the
established criteria.
Northbridge. Although the pupil population of 1950 falls
slightly below the minimal district size, Northbridge
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fulfills th.e other criteria. With the increasing
community population and the increasing number
of new dwellings, there is sufficient evidence to
justify the recommendation that Northbridge be
permitted to remain independent.
Alternatives
There are as many alternatives as there are communities
in this sub-region and to implement one of the following over what
has been recommended would create legal, financial, and transporta-
tional problems. However, should these communities overcome these,
then the following alternatives could be considered:
1, Upton and Northbridge, Prior to its regionalization
I
^
with Mendon, Upton tuitioned its pupils to Northbridge
High School, These two communities coxild consider
forming a new unified school if Upton could overcome
legal and financial problems of terminating its responsi-
bility in the Nipmuc Regional School District,
2, Sutton, Douglas, and Uxbridge. As noted in the recom-
mendations concerning these communities - there would
be transportational problems involved in unifying Sutton
with Douglas and Uxbridge, Sutton and Douglas are
%
members of the same superintendency iinion, and Uxbridge
t130Map 8
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is an independent school district. Howeverj each
district falls short of the "2,000 or over pupil
popiilation" criteria.
3. (a) Millville and Uxbridge, or (b) Blackstone, Mill-
ville, and Uxbridge, or (c) Millville and Blackstone,
or ^d) Uxbridge.
Of the four possible patterns of,unified school districts only
one area wo^ald satisfy all of the established criteria - Blackstone,
Millville, and Uxbridge. However, the earlier recommendation of
a unified school district involving Douglas and Uxbridge woxold have
precedent. Should Uxbridge join with these two communities then
Douglas would be isolated. Any separation of Blackstone and Mill-
I
ville would create legal and financial problems as these two com-
munities in May 1967 voted to form a regional school district on the
'
. secondary level.
4, Hopedale, Although it has been recommended that Hope-
dale join with Blackstone, Mendon, Millville, and Upton,
it cotald consider forming a new district with Milford.
Sub-Region #5
An analysis of sub-region #5 reveals the following:
1, Of the 14 communities, three fulfill the established
criteria and they are Shrewsbury, Westborough, and
Worcester.
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2, There are three Superintendency Unions (#3, #24,
and #60) and three Regional High School Districts
(ALgonqmn, Tahanto, and Wachusett) in this sub-region.
3. A total of twenty school committees and eight different
superintendents are involved in the administration of
grades 1-12 in the fourteen communities.
Educational Administrative Organization
The following is an overview of the educational administrative
organization that existed in each community in sub-region #5 as of
October 1, 1966:
1. a) Berlin
Berlin School Committee - grades 1-6
Tahanto Regional High School District Committee,
grades 7-12
Superintendency Union #60
b) Boylston
Boylston School Committee'- grades 1-6
Tahanto Regional High School District Committee,
grades 7-12
Superintendency Union #60
In i960 , Berlin and Boylston joined together to establish the
Tahanto Regional High School District {grades 9-12). Since both
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comrmmities are members of Superintendency Union #60 and the
Regional District, and have the same superintendent, a coterminous
district was organized. Despite the sharing of superintendency
services, they, the regional, the local, and the \mion school com-
mittees, have retained their legal identities. Therefore, the
responsibility of maintaining and operating grades 1-12 in each
community is under two separate school committees - one for the
elementary grades and one for the secondary grades,
2. Clinton
Clinton School Committee, grades 1-12
.
.
Clinton is an independent school district maintaining and
4
*
L
operating grades 1-12 under one school committee and one super-
s'
intendent,
3. a) Holden
Holden School Committee, grades 1-8
Wachusett Regional High School District Committee,
grades 9-12
Superintendency Union #24
b) Paxton
Paxton School Committee, grades 1-6
Wachusett Regional High School District Committee,
grades 9-12
Sloperintendency Union #24
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c) Princeton
Princeton School Committee, grades 1-8
Wachusett Regional High School District Committee,
grades 9“ 12 .
Superintendency Union #24
d) Rutland
Rutland School Committee, grades 1-8
Wachusett Regional High School District Committee,
grades 9“12
Superintendency Union #24
e) Sterling
Sterling School Committee, grades 1-8
I
i Wachusett Regional High School District Committee,
grades 9-12
Superintendency Union #24
With the exception of Oakham, all other towns in Superintendency
Union #24 are members of the Wachusett Regional School District, The
Massachusetts Department of Education granted permission for Union
#24 to dissolve effective July 1, 1967, with the condition that Oakham
become a member of a new union, consisting of Barre, Hardwick, and
Hubbardston, and the remaining five towns in Union #24 were to form
another new union.
In 1950 Holden, Paxton, Princeton, Rutland, and Sterling
joined together to establish the first regional high school district in
Massachusetts. Since the regional district was concerned with grades
9-12, grades 1-8 continued to be the responsibility of the local school
committees in each community. As a result the educational program
of 5760 pupils in grades 1-12 in the five communities is the responsi-
bility of seven school committees and one superintendent.
4. a) Northborough
Northborough School Committee, grades 1-8
Algonquin Regional School District Committee,
grades 9-12
Superintendency Union #3
j b) Southborough
Southborough School Committee, grades 1-8
Algonquin Regional School District Committee,
grades 9-12
Superintendency Union #3
Northborough and Southborough, who are in the same super-
%
intendency imion (#3) and regional school district (Algonquin Regional)
share the services of the same superintendent. This superintendent,
therefore, is responsible to four school committees - two elementary,
one secondary, and Union.
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Both communities have separate and autonomous school
committees on the elementary level. The Algonquin Regional School
District, which was established in 1954, is a corporate entity and
serves both communities on the secondary level,
5. a) Shrewsbury
Shrewsbury School Committee, grades 1-12
b) Westborough
Westborough School Committee, grades 1-12
c) West Boylston
West Boylston School Committee, grades 1-12
d) Worcester
These foirr communities, Shrewsbury, Westborough, West
I
Boylkon and Worcester are independent school districts under one
school committee and one superintendent.
Pupil Population
The pupil popialation in each of the 14 communities in sub-
region #5 as of October 1, 1966 was as follows:
Berlin 510
Boylston 702
Clinton 1,919
Holden 2,964
Northborough 2,294
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Paxton 783
Princeton 393
Rutland 627
Shrewsbury - 3,956
Southborough 1,179
Sterling 993
Westborough 2,494
West Boylston 1,701
Worcester 31,611
Of the fourteen communities in sub-region #5, five fulfill
the criteria calling for "2,000 pupils or over" in grades 1-12 and they
are - Holden, Northborough, Shrewsbury, Westborough, and Worcester.
Community Population
Population figures for the period from 1910 to 1965 reveal
.
the growth pattern in the fourteen communities.
Community 1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1955 I960 1965
Berlin 904 868 1,075 1,057 1,349 1,516 1,742 1,984
Boylston 714 794 1,097 1,388 1,700 1,886 2,367 2,732
Clinton 13,075 12,979 12,817 12,440 12,287 12,754 12,848 13,626
Holden 2,147 2,970 3,871 3,924 3,975 8,608 10,117 11,504
Northborough 1,713 1,753 1,946 2,382 3,122 4,943 6,687 8,314
Paxton 416 489 672 791 1,066 1,565 2,399 2,856
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Princeton 818 682 717 713 1,012 1,196 1,260 1,487
Rutland 1,743 1,743 2,442 2,181 3,056 2,430 3,253 2,713
Shrewsbury 1,946 3,708 •6,910 7,586 10,594 13,103 16,622 18,003
Southbo rough 1,745 1,838 2,166 2,231 2,760 3,173 3,996 4,780
Ste rling 1,359 1,305 1,502 1,713 2,160 3,724 3,192 3,711
Westborough 5,446 5,789 6,409 6,463 7,378 8,130 9,599 10,567
W. Boylston 1,270 1,624 2,114 1,822 2,570 4,133 5,526 6,057
Worcester 145,986 179,754 195,311 193,694 203,486 202,612 186,587 180,341
The fourteen communities in sub-region #5 have experienced
substantial population increases in the period from 1910 to 1965. The
period of largest population increases occurred from 1940 to 1965.
However, Rutland, which increased from 1,743 in 1910 to 3,056 in 1950,
has decreased to 2,713 in 1965. Similarly, Worcester which increased
from 145,986 in 1910 to 203,486 in 1950, has decreased to 180,341 in
1965.
Recommendations
1. Berlin, Boylston, and West Boylston. It is recommended that
these three communities form a unified school district en-
compassing grades 1-12.
Although West Boylston is an independent school district it
does not f\ilfill the minimum pupil population criteria. Simi-
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larly, Berlin and Boylston do meet the criteria. The
combined pupil enrollment of these communities as of
October 1, 1966 was 2,904.
2. Clinton. Although Clinton^s pupil enrollment is slightly
below the 2,000 pupil criteria, it does fulfill the others.
It is significant to note that there are 3,158 pupils of
school attending age in Clinton; which indicates that
approximately 38% do not attend public school. There
has been approximately a 10% increase in population from
1940 to 1965. Further from 1959 to 1964 there has been
considerable new home construction. For these reasons,
it is recommended that Clinton continue to operate as an
independent school district.
3. Holden, Paxton, Princeton, Rutland, and Sterling. It
is recommended that these five communities form a unified
school district encompassing grades 1-12.
These five communities are members of Superintendency
Union #24 and the Wachusett Regional High School Dis-
trict. AJthough the five communities have separate
elementary districts, their secondary pupils are all
housed in one regional school. Further, the Superintendent
of the Union and the Regional District is the same person.
Unification could be achieved by amending the Wachusett
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Regional School District downward to include grades
1-8. In doing so the new district (grades 1-12) would
have the 5,760 pupils under one school committee and
one superintendent.
4. Northborough and Southborough. It is recommended
that Northborough and Southborough form a unified
school district encompassing grades 1-12.
Both are members of a coterminous union-regional
school district and have the same chief educational
.officer. Furthermore, the elementary pupils in
Northborough and Southborough enter the Algonquin
Regional High School for their secondary program.
^
Unification co\ild be achieved by amending the present
Algonquin Regional School District to include grades
1-8. In doing so a single school committee and a
single superintendent would be responsible for the
3,473 pupils in grades 1-12.
5. Shrewsbury, Westborough, and Worcester are in-
%
dependent school districts which meet all of the
established criteria. Therefore, no recommendation
is being made.
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An analysis of sub-region #6 revels the following:
1. Of the six comnnunities, two fulfill the established
criteria; they are Fitchburg and Leominster.
2. There is one superintendency union (#47) and one
Regional High School District (Nashoba) in this sub-
region.
3. A total of eight school committees and six different
superintendents are involved in the administration of
‘grades 1-12 in the six communities.
Educational Administrative Organization
' The following is an overview of the educational administra-
tive ^.organization that existed in each community in sub-region #6
as of October 1, 1966:
1. Bolton
Bolton School Committee, grades 1-8
Nashoba Regional High School District Committee
grades 9-12
Superintendency Union #47
As a member of Superintendency Union #47, Bolton shares the
services of the Union Superintendent with Carlisle, Harvard, and Stow.
This superintendent is also responsible to Bolton School Committee on
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the elementary level. The secondary pupUs are under the jurisdiction
of the Nashoba Regional School District Committee, which has a
separate superintendent. Grades 1-12, therefore, are under three
school committees and two different superintendents.
2. Fitchburg
Fitchburg School Committee, grades 1-12
Fitchburg is an independent school district maintaining and
operating grades 1-12 under one school committee and one superin-
tendent.
3. Harvard
Harvard School Committee, grades 1-12
* Superintendency Union #47
,
The Harvard School Committee maintains and operates
grades 1-12, but as a member of Superintendency Union #47 it shares
the same superintendent with Bolton, Carlisle, and Stow.
4. Lancaster
Lancaster School Committee, grades 1-8
Nashoba Regional School District Committee,
grades 9“12
Grades 1-8 in Lancaster are the responsibility of the
Lancaster School Committee, and the Lancaster Superintendent,
while grades 9-12 are operated by the Nashoba Regional School
District Committee and its Superintendent. Thus, pupils in grades
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1-12 are the responsibility of two separate school committees and
two superintendents.
5, a) Leominster
Leominster School Committee, Grades 1-12
b) Lunenburg
Lunenburg School Committee, grades 1-12
Leominster and Lunenburg are independent school districts
maintaining and operating grades 1-12 under one school committee
and one superintendent respectively.
Pupil Population
The pupil popxilation in each of the six communities in sub-
region #6 as of October 1, 1966 was as follows:
Commimity
Pupil Popiolation
Total Membership
October 1, 1966
Bolton 432
Fitchburg 6,389
Harvard 589
Lancaster 833
Leominster 5,060
Lunenburg 1,976
Of the six communities in sub-region #6, two fialfill the
criteria calling for "2,000 pupils or over" in grades 1-12 and they
are - Fitchburg and Leominster.
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Community Population
Population figures for the period from I 9 IO to 1965 reveal
the growth patterns in the six communities:
1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1955 I960 1965
Bolton 764 708 764 775 956 1,101 1,264 1,699
Fitchburg 37,826 41,029 40,692 41,824 42,691 42,985 43,021 43,087
Harvard 1,034 2,546 987 1,790 3,983 1,597 2,563 2,360
Lancaster 2,464 2,461 2,897 2,963 3,601 3,835 3,958 4,815
Leominster 17,580 19,744 21,810 22,226 24,075 24,787 27,929 29,729
Lunenbxirg 1,393 1,634 1,923 2,195 3,906 5,282 6,334 7,321
The six communities in sub-region #6 have experienced popu-
lation increases in the period from 1910 to 1965. However, Harvard,
I
which increased from 1,034 in 1910 to 3,893 in 1950, has decreased to
2,360 in I960. Leominster’s population increase from 17,580 in 1910
to 29,729 in 1965 represents the largest growth in sub-region #6.
Recommendations
1. Bolton, Harvard, Lancaster, and Stow.
It is recommended that these four commxinities form a \inified
school district encompassing grades 1-12.
Independently these four communities do not fulfill all of
the established criteria; collectively, they wo\ild. The one
criteria that they do satisfy, however, is that of transporta-
tional time.
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Although three of the four communities - Bolton,
Lancaster, and Stow - have separate elementary school
committees, they are members of the same regional
high school district. Harvard, the fourth community,
maintains and operates grades 1-12. Therefore, there
are six school committees (three elementary, one re-
gional, one union, and one independent) and three
different superintendents concerned with the educational
program of the pupils in these four communities.
The unification of the four communities co\iLd be
achieved by amending the present Nashoba Regional
School District (Bolton, Lancaster, Stow) downward
to include grades 1-8 and by an affirmitive vote by the
electorate in Harvard to join the resxolting new district.
In doing so, the 2,999 pupils in grades 1-12 in these
four communities woiald be administered by one school
committee and one superintendent.
2. Fitchburg and Leominster are independent school dis-
tricts which meet all of the established criteria.
3. Lxinenburg.
Although the pupil enrollment of 1,956 (as of October
1, 1966) is slightly below the minimum pupil population
criteria, LunenburglToes satisfy all of the other criteria.
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From 1950 to 1965, Lancaster’s community population
has increased from 3,906 to 7,321 or approximately
87%. Coupled with this population increase is the number
of new dwellings (appendix E) that have been built in the
period from 1954 to 1964, which would indicate that
minimum 2,000 pupil criteria will be realized in the im-
mediate future.
Therefore, it is recommended that Lunenburg remain
an independent school district.
I
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In Worcester County, there are many overlapping educational
xinits which reflect the problem of school district organization that
exist in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts. Prior to the applica-
tion of the criteria established in this study, there were; 14 Super-
intendency Unions involving 36 towns; 13 regional school districts
involving 30 towns; and 22 independent school districts in Worcester
County. Each of these school districts had administrative responsi-
bilities over certain grades. Furthermore, in the majority of
commvinitie s, there existed multiple school committees which were
duplicating educational services and functions. In toto, there were
100 school committees and 40 superintendents who were responsible
for the administration of grades 1-12 in the 60 communities. The
)
implementation of the criteria calling for a \mified school district
encompassing grades 1-12, with a single school committee, a single
superintendent, a pupil population of 2,000 or over, and a maximum
of 45 and 60 minutes respectively for elementary and secondary
school pupils to travel to attendance areas resulted in 31 unified
school districts. This represents a reduction of 100 school com-
mittees to 31 and 40 superintendents to 31. Maps #11 and #12
reveal the implementation of this recommendation.
Map 11 ^
Recommendations for Worcester County
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Chapter VI
Summary, Conclusions, Recommendations
and Future Research
Summary
The trend toward school district unification or reorganization
to provide satisfactory school districts on the national level has re-
flected the need for school unification in the Commonwealth of Massa-
chusetts. This study was an effort to (1) trace the development of
school district organization in the Commonwe'alth of Massachusetts,
(2) review the related literature and research pertinent to the study
and to develop ci'iteria -for the xinification of school districts in the
Commonwealth of Massachu-setts and (3) apply the criteria to the 60
I
cities and towns in Worcester County as a first step in developing a
master plan for school district unification in. the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
Early in the study it became evident that some criteria were
necessary to provide bases for the evaluation of school districts in
Worcester County. In order to design a school district xinification
structure and to demonstrate its effectiveness and applicability for
the Commonwealth of Massachusetts, a review of the related litera-
ture was conducted. From this review of the literature, the following
criteria was established for the proposed school district unification
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plans for Worcester County:
(1) The unified school district shall have a grade organization
for grades 1- 12.
(2) Each community shall be a part of a district maintaining
and operating a high school.
(3) The reorganized school shall be administered by a single
school board and under one superintendent of schools.
(4) A school district shall have a minimum pupil popxolation
of 2,000 in grades 1-12.
(5) ’School within a reorganized school district shall be located
with regard to the amount of time needed to transport
pupils to the educational centers - for elementary pupils
\
\ (one way) 45 minutes, and for secondary pupils (one way)
one hour.
Each of the 60 cities and towns in Worcester County were
considered on the basis of the five criteria and then evaluated in
terms of the aforementioned criteria for a unified school district.
Characteristics of the Worcester County communities were also
%
examined and analyzed on the bases of the following: (1) Pupil
population as of October 1, 1966, (2) Community population of each
city and town from 1910 to 1965, and (3) The educational administra-
tive organization as of October 1, 1966. Data obtained from
the
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Massachusetts Department of Education*s Division of Research and
Development and the Committee on Unions and Regions, Monographs
of the 60 cities and tovms developed by the Massachusetts Department
of Commerce, as well as discussions with the Massachusetts Depart-
ment of Education officials, and members of the Department's Regional
Office in Worcester were utilized in the formulation of this study.
Recommendations were then presented for unifying those school
districts which did not fulfill the established criteria.
Conclusions
On the basis of the data analyzed in this study the following
conclusions seem warranted:
• 1. There is a lack of unitary leadership in the present
' xmion and regional school districts in Worcester County.
2. Unification of school districts can eliminate overlapping
administrative patterns,
3. The present regional secondary school districts provide
an excellent base upon which to bxiild minified school
districts encompassing grades 1-12.
4. Legislation for school district unification shovdd
be
enacted by the General Court on recommendation from
the Massachusetts Department of Education.
5. There is a need for a state ^wide program
of school
/ "
district unification.
There is a need to conduct state ••wide conferences
for study and discussions on problems and issues
related to school district unification.
7. The majority of school districts in Worcester Coxinty
are not large enough (pupil population) to fialfill the
established criteria for a unified school district.
Recommendations
In the light of the data and conclusions presented in this study
relative to the evaluation of present and proposed school districts in
terms of the established criteria for a \mified school district; the
following recommendations are made;
• 1. In order to encourage the organization of unified
* school districts, the Massachusetts General Court
shoiald enact legislation which woiiLd (a) provide
financial incentives to encourage this movement,
(b) permit the unification of two or more regional
school districts without the need for special legis-
lation, (c) amend the present regional school district
laws to permit only the formation of grade 1-12
unified school districts, (d) grant the Massachusetts
Department of Education the authority to realign
Superintendency Unions, (e) permit the unification
of school districts based on the approval of the majority
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of voters in the proposed district rather than the .
present majority required in each community,
(f) call for the election of school board members
in the unified school district to be elected at-large,
and (g) permit the formation of unified school dis-
tricts for administrative purposes,
2. Since the implementation of the criteria established
in this study involves all of the school districts in the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, the author recom-
mends the appointment of a State Committee by the
State Board of Education, whose membership would
»
include representation from the:
a. Massachusetts Department of Education -
Division of Cxirriciilum and Instruction,
the Division of Research and Development,
and the Division of School Facilities;
b. Massachusetts School Board Association;
c. Massachusetts Association of School Superin-
tendents;
d. Massachusetts Educational Conference Board;
and the
e. College and/or university community.
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This Committee would;
a. Study and make recommendations on all aspects
of school district unifications;
h» Advise and assist school districts in the prepara“
tion of their plans to achieve a unified school
district; and
3. Each school district in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
should be a member of a unified school district encom-
passing grades I-IZ.
4. The design presented in this study should be studied by
those agencies (Massachusetts General Court and the
. Massachusetts Department of Education) having the legal
decision making power -regarding school district unification.
Recommendations for Future Research
During the process of preparing this study, the need for
certain other studies became apparent. These studies are as follows:
1, A study should be made to determine the effectiveness of
elementary and/or secondary educational programs
(c\irric\xLa and co -curricula) prior to and after unifica-
tion.
2. A study shoiild be made to determine the financial impact
on communities prior to and after unification.
3 . A study shotild be made to determine the "holding
power" of pupUs in a district prior to and after
unification.
4. A study shoiild be made, of the role, duties, and
responsibilities of school committees prior to and
after unification.
5. A study should be made of the role, duties, and
responsibilities of superintendent of schools prior
to and after tonification.
6. A study should be made of the district's utilization
of professional and non-professional personnel prior to
and after tonification.
I
,7. A study should be made to determine the need for and
the place of Intermediate School Districts in the Com-
monwealth of Massachusetts.
8. A study should be made of the State’s fiscal policies
regarding unified school districts.
9. A study should be made of the tonification of school
districts in other geographical areas in the Common-
wealth of Massachusetts.
10.
A study should be made to determine community
attitudes (factors which aided or impeded tonification)
prior to and after unification.
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11. A study should be made of regional school district
agreements to determine whether a "model” agree-
ment can be formulated.
12. A study shoiold be made' of regional vocational school
districts and their relationships to the unified school
districts.
I
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Appendix A
POPULATION
WORCESTER COUNTY
1910 - 1965
1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1955 1960 1965
Ashburnham 2,107 2,012 2,079 2,255 2,603 2,588 2,758 3,042
Athol 8,536 9,792 10,677 11,180 11,554 12,186 11,637 11,989
Aubiirn 2,420 3,891 6,147 6,629 8,840 12,442 14,047 15,396
Barre 2,957 3,357 3,510 3,528 3,406 3,591 3,479 3,860
Berlin ' 904 868 1,075 1,057 1,349 1,516 1,742 1,984
Blackstone 5,648 4,299 4,674 4,566 4,968 5,023 5,130 6,025
Bolton 764 708 764 775 956 1,101 1,264 1,699
Boylston 714 794 1,097 1,388 1,700 1,886 2,367 2,732
Brookfield 2
,
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2,216 1,352 1,393 1,567 1,774 1,751 2,002
Charlton 2,032 1,995 2,154 2,557 3,136 3,466 3,685 4,017
Clinton 13,075 12,979 12,817 12,440 12,287 12,754 12,848 13,626
Douglas 2,152 2,181 2,195 2,617 2,624 2,660 2,559 2,718
Dudley 4,267 3,701 4,265 4,616 5,261 5,596 6,510 6,960
E, Brookfield — 926 1,016 1,243 1,391 1,533 1,788
Fitchburg 37,826 41,029 40,692 41,824 42,691 42,985 43,021 43,087
Gardner 14,699 16,971 19,399 20,206 19,581 20,108 19,038 20,463
Grafton 5,705 6,887 7,030 7,457 8,281 9,803 10,627 11,571
Hardwick 3,524 3,085 2,460 2,154 2,348 2,271 2,340 2,395
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1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1955 I960 1965
Harvard 1,034 2,546 987 1,790 3,983 1,597 2,563 2,360
Holden 2,147 2,970 3,871 3,924 3,975 8,608 10,117 11,504
Hopedale 2,188 2,777 2,973 3,113 3,479 3,773 3,987 4,363
Hubbardston 1,073 1,045 1,010 1,022 1,134 1,162 1,217 1,365
Lancaster 2,464 2,461 2,897 2,963 3,601 3,835 3,958 4,815
Leicester 3,237 3,635 4,465 4,851 6,029 7,290 8,177 8,701
Leominster 17,580 19,744 21,810 22,226 24,075 :24,787 27,929 :29,729
Lunenburg 1,393 1,634 1,923 2,195 3,906 5,282 6,334 7,321
Mendon 880 961 1,107 1,315 1,619 1,905 2,068 2,310
Milford 13,055 13,471 14,741 15,388 15,442 15,622 15,749 17,034
Millbury 4,740 5,653 6,957 6,983 8,347 9,282 9,623 10,764
Millville -- 2,224 2,111 1,722 1,692 1,583 1,567 1,706
New Braintree 464 394 407 439 478 471 509 530
.
N. Brookfield 3,075 2,610 3,013 3,304 3,444 3,455 3,616 3,608
Northborough 1,713 1,753 1,946 2,382 3,122 4,943 6,687 8,314
Northbridge 8,807
%
10,174 9,713 10,242 10,476 10,626 10,800 10,502
Oakham 552 477 502 423 455 522 524 632
Oxford 3,361 3,820 3,943 4,623 5,851 7,777 9,282 10,034
Paxton 416 489 672 791 1,066 1,565 2,399
2,856
Petersham 757 642 660 923 814 929 890 990
Phillip ston 426 354 357
%
481 638 748 695 842
5
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1910 1920 1930 1940 1950 1955 1960 1965
Princeton 818 682 717 713 1,012 •1,196 .1,260 1,487
Royalston 792 819 744 795 838 848 800 739
Rutland 1,743 1,743 2,442 2,181 3,056 2,430 3,253 2,713
Shrewsbury 1,946 3,708 6,910 7,586 10,594 13,103 16,622 18,003
Southborough 1,745 1,838 2,166 2,231 2,760 3,173 3,996 4,780
Southbridge 12,592 14,245 14,264 16,325
•
17,519 17,271 16,525 19,384
Spencer 6,740 5,930 6,272 6,661 7,027 7,611 7,838 8,514
Sterling 1,359 1,305 1,502 1,713 2,160 2,724 3,192 3,711
Sturbridge
•
1,957 1,573 1,712 2,227 2,805 3,413 3,604 4,006
Sutton 3,078 2,578 2,147 2,749 3,102 3,423 3,638 3,921
Templeton 3,856 4,019 4,159 4,601 4,757 5,384 5,371 6,002
Upton
pL
2,071 1,693 2,026 2,249 2,656 2,921 3,127 3,502
Uxbridge 4,671 5,384 6,285 6,417 7,007 7,596 7,789 8,265
Warren 4,188 3,407 3,765 3,531 3,406 3,509 3,383 3,578
Webster 11,509 13,258 12,992 13,186 13,194 13,934 13,680 14,357
W. Boylston 1,270 1,624 2,114 1,822 2,570 4,133 5,526
6,057
W. Brookfield 1,327 1,281 1,255 1,387 1,674 1,935
2,053 2,233
Westborough 5,446 5,789 6,409 6,463 7,378 8,130 9,599 10,567
Westminster 1,353 1,343 ' 1,925 2,126 2,768 3,505
4,022 4,452
Winchendon 5,678 5,904 6,202 6,575 6,585 6,710
6,237 6,689
Worcester 145,986 179,754 195, 311 193,694 203,486
202,612 186,587 180,341
609,909574,420
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Appendix B
Union Superintendencies - Worcester County
October 1966
Union # 1 Union #24
Phillipston Holden
Templeton Paxton
Royal ston Princeton
Union #2 Rutland
Barre Sterling
Hardwick Oakham
Hubbardston Union #40
Petersham
\
Dudley
Union #3 Webster
Northborough Union #44
Southborough Blackstone
Union #7 Millville
East Brookfield Union #47
North Brookfield
%
Bolton Worcester County
Union #12
,
Stow) Middlesex County
New Braintree Carlisle)
Warren Harvard Worcester
County
West Brookfield
177
Union #5Z
Sutton
Douglas
Union #56
Ashburnham
We strainster
Union #59
Mendon
Upton
Union #60 ‘
Berlin
• Boylston
Union #61
Brimfield Hampden County
Brookfield
Holland-
Sturbridge
Wales
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Appendix C
Regional School Districts in Worcester County
October 1966
Oakmont Regional (Grades 7-12)
,
Ashburnham
Westminster
Athol-Royal ston Regional (Grades 9-12)
Athol
Royal ston
Tahanto Regional (Grades 9-12)
Berlin
Boylston
I
Nipmuc Regional (Grades 9-12)
Mendon
Upton
Narragansett Regional (Grades 9“ 12)
Phillip ston
Templeton
Nashoba Regional (Grades 9-12)
Bolton
Lancaster
Stow (Middlesex County)
Algonquin Regional (Grades 9-12)
Northborough
Southborough
Ralph C. Mahar Regional (Grades 7-12)
Erving
-(Franklin County)
New Salem (Franklin County)
Orange (Franklin County)
Petersham -(Worcester Coimty)
Wendell-- (Franklin County)
Tantasqua Regional (Grades 7-12)
Brimfield -(Hampden County)
Brookfield -(Worcester County)
A Holland -(Hampden County)
Sturbridge -(Worcester County)
Wales - (Hampden County)
Wachusett Regional (Grades 9-12)
Holden
Paxton
Princeton
Rutland
Sterling
Quabbin Regional (Grades 7-12)
I
Barre
Hardwick
Hubbard ston
Oakhann
Quabog Regional (Grades 7-12)
Warren
West Brookfield
Spencer-East Brookfield (Grades 9-12)
Spencer
East Brookfield
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Appendix D
Union and Regional School District Organizational Patterns
October 1966
Union #1 Regional School District
Phillipston ) Narragansett Regional High School
) (Grades 7-12)
Templeton )
Royalston Athol-Royalston Regional High School
(Grades 7-12)
Union #2
Barre )
)
Hardwick ) Quabbin Regional High School*
) (Grades 7-12)
Hubbardston )
Petersham Ralph C. Mahar Regional High School
Union #3
Northborough ) Algonquin Regional. High School
) (Grades 9-12)
Southborough )
Union #4
Becket Wahconah Regional High School
(Grades 9-12)
Chester Independent (Grades 1-12)
Middlefield Gateway Regional High School
(Grades 9-12)
Union #2 has received Department of Education approval to be dissolved
effective date 7/1/67 - New Union coterminous to Quabbin Regional High
School District consists of B^rre, Hardwick, Hubbardston, and
Oakham.
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Regional School District
Unions #5 and #6 - Dissolved
Union #7
East Brookfield
-Spencer-East Brookfield Regional
High School (Grades 9-12)
North Brookfield Independent
Union #8 - Dissolved
Union #9 •
Buckland ) Buckland**Shelburne ) Mohawk Regional
) Regional Elementary)
Shelburne ) School (Grades K-6) ) High School
)
Colrain
-) (Grades 7-12
Union #10
Bourne Independent
I
Mashpee Independent
Sandwich Independent
Union #11
Brewster Nauset Regional High School
(Grades 7-12)
Dennis ) Dennis-Yarmouth Regional High
)« School (Grades 9-12)
Yarmouth)
Union #1Z
New Braintree
Warren ) Quabag Regional High School
) (Grades 7-12)
West Brookfield)
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Regional School District
. Union #13
Independent
^itman-Hanson Regional High
School (Grades 9-12)
Independent
Provincetown Independent
Trixro Independent
Union #15 - Dissolved
Union #16 -
Chatham
Harwich
j
Union #17 - Dissolved
)
)
Pioneer Valley Regional High
) School (Grades 7-12)
)
)
)
Bernardston
Leyden
Northfield- -
Warwick
-Independent
Independent
Hanover - -
Hanson
—
Norwell- -
Union #14
GiU Independent
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Regional School District
Union #19
Chilmark )
)
Edgartown )
)
Gay_Head )
)
Oak Bluffs )
(
Tisbury )
)
West Tisbury)
Union #20
Georgetown Independent
Rowley Rowley-Newbury-Salisbury Regional
High School (Grades 7-12)
Martha’s Vineyard Regional High
School (Grades 9-12)
Union #21
Charlemont)
)
Hawley )
Heath
Rowe
Union #22
Ashby
Townsend- -
Hawlemont Regional )
Elementary School) Mohawk Regional High
(Grades 1-6) ) School
)
)
(Grades 7-12)
)
)
Independent
Union #23 - Dissolved
North Middlesex Regional High
School (Grades 7-12)
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Regional School District
Union #24
Holden --)
)
Paxton ) Wachusett Regional High School
) (Grades 9-12)
Princeton )
)
Rutland )
)
Sterling )
Oakham-I'*
*
Quabbin Regional High School
Union #25
Ashfield-: Mohawk Regional High School
(Grades 7-12)***
Cummington Independent
Go shen Independent
Plainfield -Independent
*
Union #26
Amherst ) Amherst-Pelham Regional High
• ^ School (Grades 7-12)
Pelham )
*Have received Department of Education approval to dissolve, effective
7/1/67. New Union will consist of all towns except Oakham.
**Oakham will join new Union consisting of Barre, Hardwick, and
Hubbardston, effective 7/1/67
si^Under construction - will be ready for occupancy September, 1967
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Regional School District
Union #27
Blandford —
Huntington )
)
Montgomery )
Russell--
Union #28
Erving )
)
New Salem )
)
Wendell )
Leverett )
)
Shute sbury )
X
Union #29
Lee
Otis
Tyringham
Union #30
Hinsdale — )
)--
Windsor )
.
Peru
Independent
Gateway Regional High School
(Grades 9-12)
Independent
Ralph C. Mahar Regional High
School (Grades 7-12)
Amher st-Pelham Regional High
School (Grades 7-12)
Independent
Independent
Independent
Wahconah Regional High School
(Grades 9-12)
Independent
Washington Independent
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Regional School District
Union #31
Halifax )
)
Kingston ) Silver Lake Regional High School
) (Grades 7-12)
Pembroke )
)
Plympton )
Union #32
Cheshire Adams -Che shire Regional School
District (GradesK-12)* *
Hancock Independent
Lanesborough Mt. Greylock Regional High School
(Grades 7-12)
New Ashford-- Independent
Union #33 - Dissolved
Union #34
Freetown ) Apponequet Regional High School
y (Grades 7-12)
Lakeville )
Union #35
Millis Independent
Norfolk King Philip Regional High School
»
(Grades 7-12)
Union #36
Richmond ) Monument Regional High School**
) (Grades 7-12)
West Stockbridge)
*Building program (new High School) underway, legal entity,
September, 1967
**Under construction - ready for occupancy 1967
Regional School District
Union #37
Berkley Independent
Gosnold Independent
f
Dighton- ) Dighton-Rehoboth Regional High
y School (Grades 9-12)
Rehoboth )
Union #38
Conway )
)
Deerfield ) Frontier Regional High School
) (Grades 7-12)
Sunderland )
)
Whately )
Union #39
I
GranviUe Independent
Sandisfield Independent
Southwick - Independent
Tolland - -Independent
Union #40
Dudley Independent
%
Web ster - Independent
Union #41
Newbury Independent
Salisbury Independent
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Union #42*
Regional School District
Ayer —Independent
Boxborough Acton-Boxbo rough Regional High
School (Grades 7-12)
Shirley
Union #43
Independent
Clarksburg Independent
Florida — Independent
Monroe--- — Independent
Savoy
Union #44 - Dissolved
Independent
Union #46
A
Dunstable Independent
Pepperell North Middlesex Regional High School
(Grades 7-12)
Tyngsbo rough Independent
Union #47
Bolton
1)»“
Stow )
Nashoba Regional High School
(Grades 9-12)
Carlisle Concord-Carlisle
Regional High School
(Grades 9-12)
Harvard
*Union wUl be dissolved effective 7/ 1/67. New
Union will consist of
Ayer and Shirley. Boxborough planning to join
Acton in a K-
Regibnal School District.
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Regional School District
Union #48
/
Essex Independent
Manchester Independent
Union #49 - Dissolved
Union #50
Doverj;^ ) Dover-Sherborn Regional High School
) (Grades 9-12)
Sherborn )
Union #51
Che sterfield Independent
Southampton Independent
Westhampton Independent
Williamsburg Independent
Worthington Gateway Regional High School
(Grades 9-12)
Union #52
Sutton Independent
Douglas Independent
Union #53
Groveland )
) Pentucket Regional High School
Merrimac ) (Grades 7-12)
)
West Newbxiry )
i
.
I
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Union #54
Eastham
Orleans
Wellfleet
Union #55
Marion--^
Mattapoisett
Rochester
Union #56
Ashburnham •
Westminster
Union #57
Hamilton
Wenham
Union #58
Boxford
Topsfield—
Union #59
Mendon
Upton
Regional School District
) Nauset Regional High School
-) (Grades 7-12)
)
)
) Old Rochester Regional High School
) (Grades 9-12)
)
-)
) Oakmont Regional High School
) (Grades 7-12)
)
) Hamilton-Wenham Regional High School
) (Grades 9-12)
)
) Masconomet Regional High School
)
(Grades 7-12)
)
^ Nipmuc Regional High School
)
(Grades 7-12)
-)
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Regional School District
Union #60
Berlin ) Tahanto Regional High School
- ) (Grades 7-12)
Boylston )
Union #61
Brimfield )
)
Brookfield ) Tantasqua Regional High School
) (Grades 7-12)
Holland )
)
Sturbridge )
)
Wales )
Union #62
.Carver ) Plymouth-Carver Regional High
^
) School (Grades 9-12)
Plymouth )
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Appendix E
Number of New Family Accommodations
As represented by building permits issued for new construction,
not including created through improvements to existing buildings,
and by assessor*s estimates where permits are not issued.
Towns 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 I960 1961 1962 1963 1964
Ashburnham 10 2 2 3 5 5 2 5 8 15 17
Athol# 53 60 52 27 30 13
•
17 (20) (22) (17) (18)
Auburn 98 109 107 47 72 62 57 114 59 89 84
Barrel 9 12 6 3 4 3 3 3 3 6 5
Berlin* • 5 9 4 10 8 7 8 8 (5) (7) 10
Blackstone 13 9 28 13 10 18 33 40 34 62 59
Bolton* 3 5 6 5 5 6 6 3 2 6 5
\
Boylston 50 49 29 36 17 20 22 16 12 13 11
Brookfield* -5 4 5 2 3 3 3 6 2 (3) (3)
Charlton* 8 10 12 10 14 12 12 10 10 8 14
Clinton 39 47 36 37 19 163 19 23 42 35 48
Douglas 8 8 7 6 5 7 4 2 5 8 13
Dudley 36 34 60 40 27 27 . 57 8 47 34 49
E.
Brookfield 24 7 8* 13 8 14 8 10 (12) 6 5
Fitchburg 105 116 • 102 102 59 96 84 131 83 76 109
Gardner 45 48 39 25 20 29 34 40 37 142 42
Grafton 107 156 100 30 55 31 25 30 25 39
73
It
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Towns 1954 1955 1967 1957 1958 1959 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964
Hardwick* 7 7 12 5 6 6 5 3 (5) 4 5
Harvard 17 23 20 18 11 16 21 32 18 26 19
Holden 132 106 118 60 65 65 74 67 69 71 93
Hopedale* 18 17 25 11 10 11 9 1 4 5 11
Hubbardston* 3 2 0 16 4 1 1 5 2 3 2
Lancaster 23 34 28 27 1*4 18 28 34 21 29 31
Leicester 62 95 56 31 31 52 49 30 35 19 59
Leominster 132 130 135 143 129 150 172 291 156 165 267
Lunenburg* 48 43 42 30 52 38 35 73 39 21 39
Mendon* 5 12 5 6 3 6 7 2 5 10 2
Milford 48 73 54 53 49 46 51 60 51 (53) 48
Millbury* 46 23 16 16 8 27 22 24 (21) 41 66
Millville 4 3 3 2 1 3 1 1 7 7 16
New
Braintree* 5 2 1 0 2 2 0 0 0 0 2
IN.
Brookfield* 13 25 24 13 6 12 6 8 14 8
7
Northborough 125 160 150 95 80 77 32 19 51
150 62
Northbridge 38 43 . 35 39 29 53 20 42
35 61 47
Oakham* 1 2 1 3 2 3 2 2 (3)
1 1
Oxford* 144 84 125 133 70 32 24 29
28 9 16
Paxton 52 46 41 37 28 28
34 50 37 27 27
r
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Towns 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 I960 1961 1962 1963 1964
Petersham* 0 0 1 4 5 1 0 0 0 0 1
Phillipston* 2 1 4 2 0 1 (2) 2 1 (1) 3
Princeton 5 - 8 7 17 .5 (9) 4 16 10 5
Royal ston* 1 2 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
Rutland 14 18 7 8 11 12 23 8 14 10 14
Shrewsbury 238 309 220 131 89* 92 111 69 70 56 100
Southbo rough 24 18 45 40 50 56 36 32 43 42 51
Southbridge 34 53 48 38 26 21 38 45 40 55 43
Spencer 19 39 38 24 18 34 31 31 25 14 26
Sterling# 14 36 35 27 25 21 15 12 (18) (18) 18
Sturbridge* 11 10 12 16 11 10 (12) (10) (14) 16 24
A
Sutton* 20 20 23 20 12 18 16 19 (16) (16) 25
Templeton* 30 23 14 0 3 2 (8) 2 (5) (5) (4)
Upton* 17 18 14 23 15 12 15 12 12 13
13
Uxbridge* 45 17 35 29 32 32 27 27 26 25
24
Warren* 10 6 10 7 6 7 5 6 19
11 11
Webster* 58 47 49 46 71 52 65 65 59
54 60
W.
Boylston 143 144 41 52 47 49 25 15
13 14 18
W. Brookfield 13 12 9 13 8 11
6 9 (10) (9) 10
Westborough 112 66 87 82 55 66 40
60 91 30 89
/
’i"
Towns 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 I960 1961 1962 1963 1964
Westminster* 62 16 36 34 26 20 23 (25) (21) (23) (22)
Winchendon 12 10 11 7 5 6 7 7 12 12 5
Worce ster 491 542 409 336 344 277 485 423 616 443 255
*Assessor*s Estimate
#Selectman^s Estimate
( ) Massachusetts Department of Commerce and Development Estimate
New Home Building in Massachusetts
,
Prepared by the Bureau of
,
Research and Statistics, Years 1954-1965. October, 1965 Publication
No. 21, Massachusetts Department of Commerce and Development.
\


